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AMONG THE FARMERS.

physician and Surgeon,

From a

lecture of

George

M. Clark,
Farmer ie

bay-making fame, the
glad to give oar readers the following

extracts:
What we most need i· to abow the
young men and women, the boys and
girls, that they bad belter stay upon the
C. JONES,
farms, that tbey can make money there,
and when they find that fact tbey will
Smith and Machinist,
stay there. But first, I want to tell you
MAINE,
SOUTH PARIS.
more of tbe reasons why eastern farmers,
Cirowing Hay for the Market.
u-nufa-turer of «enera; machinery. «teamen
or others, should stay here, and learn to
oitl! work, spool machinery and tools,
make their farms pay. To start with,
drille made and
Γta." set «crews, tape, -lie· andand
threshing ma· KEEPING CP FERTILITY OF THE HAY one-third of this country is a dry, barren
mowing
£uSred. Sewln*.
all
kinds, presses. Runs, plaX·'. i.umpsof
waste, 1,400 miles wide in the South, 500
neatly and promptly rem> iniv«». trape. etc.,
FAKM—qi'ESTlOS OF THE PRICE.
miles in the North, and 1,700 miles from
to order.
ju'.wd. Stc^m and water piping done
South to North, an immense desert, central in which we find the great D«ath
»
l.BEKT D. PABK,
Have you succeeded in keeping up
so-called, where so many have
:he fertility of the farm while selling Valley,
Licensed Auctioneer,
perished for want of food and water.
lay for a term of years? is an inquiry Hundreds of families have sold themMAINE.
SOUTH PARIS,
»y the editor of noteworthy impor- selves out of a
good house, home and
:ance.
In the earlier days of my instiTerms Moderate.
farm, leaving schools, churches and
tute work in New Hampshire and New
everything behind that makes life desirklSBEE A PARKER,
England the opinion was universal in able
in this Eisteru country, and loaded
1>
:he
above
sections
that
at
Law,
good farming all their effects into a wagon to cross the
Attorney· and Counsellor*
the
on
the
farm
mains.
required
consumption
Komvoan palls,
a little later we fiod them in a
>f its crop products, especially the hay plains;
ν apodal Collection Department.
dug-out, 7x9, made of brush, four feet
This
is
still
Parke
T.
:rop.
opinion
generally
Ralph
i.evrte l>. Blsbee,
above ground, and three feet below,
prevalent, but not to its former degree. eking out a miserable existence.
/ι
L. BUCK,
Hay very largely was sold on my farm
Λ short time since, there was a great
luring most of the active business man- cry made about tbe good government
Surgeon Dentist,
of
it by my father and heavily
iement
land», which were to be obtaioed along
MAINE.
luring that portion of my ownership the Colorado river; it was said to be a
SOUTH PARIS,
to
the
after
an
to
return
farm
prior
my
fine clean section for irrigation. But
All my best work warranted.
tbseuce of 18 years. This is material
few will tell you the facts about the far
is it shows a long series of years of exU. P. JONES.
West. There is little or no chance for
haustive hay sales.
the poor man there; the horse has the
the past twelve years the farm
During
Dentist,
first chance, and the laborer tbe second
las been under my direct management;
chance in the barn. I only wish you to
MAINE.
NORWAY,
!iay sales have continued on a large scale get some of these facts in your mind betnd have become a part of the fixed
< Mice Hour»—9 to 14—1 to ♦.
fore you sell out. 1 know what I am
policy of the farm. Notwithstanding talking about, bave often been there,
farm crops have increased
ibis the
F SMITH,
have traveled over seven hundred thouteveral fold, and are still rapidly moving
sand miles on thfs continent to learn of
so
The
are
to
continue.
likely
Attorney at Law,
tp, aud
the soil, climate and surroundings, and
has
field
from
which
one
act
that
hay
MAINE.
I want to tell you for a fact that I never
NORWAY,
is
2
to
sold
for
28
Men
yet
years
cutting
Collections a Special ty
saw or found any spot equal to this wellHorue Block.
I 1-2 tons per acre is an evidence that
watered, good Easteru country. I do
he policy now pursued may succeed for
not think you can find any better. I
KKR1CK A PARK.
tn indefinite period.
would advise you not to try. Why not
I desire to treat the question beyond let "well
Attorneys at Law,
enough" alone? you have "well
:he confines of its direct inquiry as it is
MAINE.
right here. Tou have a wellenough"
BKTHEL,
>f unusual importance. It is equivalent to
watered country, perfect drainage, good
Elier C- Park.
A ldlaon K. Herrlck.
;he inquiry whether New England farmair, climate correct; it will produce tbe
ng is virtually to remain cramped and best health and greatest activity for man
S. HARLOW,
dead level whose horizon is
>n a low
or beast.
>ounded by the plant food made by
Our markets are world-wide. All we
Attorney at Law,
lome consumption of crops.
want is tu avail ourselves of our opporMAINE
DIX PI ELD,
Conditions have so changed during
tunity. The "get rich quick" theory
:he last three decades that our farmers
won't do, we must be content to do what
RIGHT Λ WHEEI.SK.
nay sell any crop that they choose to
generatious have done. We must
past
himself
for
>eil. Each must determine
begin at the bottom and build up. As a
shall
be.
The
that
opinion
crop
those who commence at the top
Attorneys and Counullors at Law, what
that all of the rule,
tentatively held
nay be Ê A.U
SOUTH PARIS. MAINE
Economy is
build down and out.
k/v
o»U Sf
*■«<!·_
wealth. We must live within our means.
Alton C. Wheeler.
James S. Wright.
:ious system of crop xotation is main- It is not the amount we get, it is the
lined. Such a system of farming amount we save. The hundred thouwould do doubt be an unwise one for sand dollars that the fathers now have
:he vast majority of our farmers.
We must
was the work of a lifetime.
It is not implied above that plant food learn to
not all work and no play,
work,
« not to be applied to the soil in some
Me
but work with body and soul, in reason.
14 Main St.,
rorm. It must be applied and far more That is what will make us
happy, and
The
xeely than it is now applied.
else will. Life is too ehort to
nothing
sources may be tillage, rotation, muck,
do any fooling. I do not suppose tbe
rrigatien, leguminous crops, the feed- day of the millennium is at hand yet, or
or
and
to
of
cattle,
hogs
grain crops
ng
that all will learn to love work, mental
I use all of
:hemical fertilization.
or physical, or that all will save money.
hese various plant foods, the latter
Many are not built that way, very many
leavily.
want always to be, not on the move, but
The sale of hay is that of the least of
from one section to auotner.
All Kinds of Pipe Repairing, Lead abor and the most of fertility for dollar moving
We do not find a great many moving
>1 returus. Is is adapted to our scarcity
and Iron.
North, East, West and South. AH the
>f labor, and thin is what makes it a
land is taken in the West, it is held
good
of
our
134-11.
the
state
not
to
Telephone
popular sale but
at high prices, $50 to $100, per acre, or
M>il fertility. A ton of hay at present
more, with a market a thousand miles
prices of chemical fertilizers takes away away, while in the East, with a market
jf nitrogen, potash and phosphoric acid
at our door, and with land not one-tenth
while a ton of potatoes
as high, is there any sense in saying we
Peeled Pulp Wood, Spruce, Fir, Hem- ι value of §0.TO,
the ton of
and
but
$1
removes
yet
97;
cannot make money here on the farms?
lock and Poplar, delivered ou cars at
as much or
for
will
sell
fully
potatoes
No!
aoy Κ. K. Station from Pownal to Ketliel,
really more than the ton of hay. The
There is no such thing as worn-out
the coming year.
value of hay prohibits its wise
fertility
West
Pane.
E. W. PENLEY,
land. Sunshine and air will work wontale in regions where it will not comJ. M. DAT, Bryant's Pond.
ders. Now tbat I know what to do, I
mand 910 or more per ton at the barn,
can take almost any kind of land, and in
May 30, 1W04.
inless in a wise rotation it appears that
twelve months from the start produce
$12 at the bam should be the minimum four to six tons of well-dried hay to the
a New England farmer
which
at
and
price
acre; that is what 1 am here to tell you,
should cousent to sell hay.
tu tell you how to make money on the
All the apparatus for thawing
Returning to the problem of the main- farm. I have experimented for twenty
enance of fertility under hay sales it
conTelephone
pipes
years, and more, and know more than
nay be said in answer to that school of when I started. I would not believe
No charge for team.
nection.
fertil:hinkers who hold that chemical
what I am telling you to-day if I did not
L·. M. Longloy,
zation fails to restore the organic matknow it to be true. I do not blame
is
carried
that
humus
from
it,
Maine. er and the
for taking my statements with a
Norway,
>(f in crop sales, that such a loss is large- peopleof
doubt; they often refer me to
grain
of
the
wisdom
system
y dependent upon
but I am here with the facts,
In Ânanias,
rotation.
of
or
>f
crop
cropping
HOLLISTERS
and have come to stay and teach others.
round numbers 93 to 95 per cent of the Intense cultivation is the watchword.
ireight of farm crops is gathered from I invite my friends to come and see the
A Buy Medioin· for Buiy Peopla
;he atmosphere either directly or in- field and its
surroundings, and eee for
Brings Golden Health and Renewed Vigor.
directly. The roots and stubble of these themselves. Thousands of them have.
A specific for Constipation, Indigestion. Live
of
:rops in weight are 50 to 100 per cent
Your farms can be made to pay, and
at ·Ι l-Jdnoy Troublée, Pimples. Ke/emA. Impure
:heirtop8. It follows that so far as the when they do, the boys and girls will
HI η*' Β;» f Breath. Sluggish Bowrfs, H«*adach>»
the
soil
leave
it
in
tab- :rop is concerned
ainI tt.i kiulio. It's Roolty Mcuntaiu Tea
may
stay on the farms.
Genuine made by
I··: form, as cents » box.
uore organic matter than it takes from
There is something in this intense culL v isi « Dftro Coupant, Madlsor. Wis.
destructive
A
t.
tillage system might
method. With it
80LSIN NUGGETS FOR ?ALLOW PEOPLE result in oxidation and other losses to a tivation—in mystart with his first many
a farmer can
crop,
not
would
This
degree.
rery heavy
and commence to make money. Why
jeeur uuder continuous grass crops as
uot get out of the old rut? Take a small
shown for over a half century of trial by section of land,
give it the higher culSir John B. I.awes. His land under tivation and care, and commence makCURE
shemicals increased its contents of oring the farm pay. Why not?
jauic matter. Hay sales then are conΛ few things better not be done.
with increased soil fertility.
«istent
Never dig ditches to fill with rocks in a
is quickly absorbed.
the
with
are
consistent
Whether they
field. Never underdrain your
grass
(i«M R«iiel at One·.
farm treasury is dependent upon the
grass field until you find it necessary.
sections
those
that
It
It demises, soothes
appears
prices.
Never pasture or make a roadbed of
if New England whose hay nets less
heals anl prutet· ta
your grass field, or let animals stand,
than 910 per ton, and the sections that
the di<ease«Î memstamp or otherwise kill the grass roots.
thus sell hay are extensive, are pursuing
brane. It cures CaTimothy or red top seed, sown on an
in
unwise course.—J. W. Sanborn in old
tarrh and drives
field, will not renew the stand. Use
Kncland Farmer.
away a Cold in the
no coarse manure on grass field after
Head »'j' *Jy. Heseeding. An old field cau be reseeded
Working for Posterity.
Senses of
ritor»
ι.
ia a month, but it is better to take a
fruits
the
Ί
Smell. Full size 50eta., at DrugX.'ue of uh but are enjoyiDg
year, and get one crop of oats for hay.
have
who
others
gone
gists <>r by mail ; Trial Size 10 cts. by mail. >i the labors of
Mow your grass field close just before
Ely brothers, 56 Warren Street, New York. before us. They planted trees for our frost, and rake. Fertilize every crop a
maturhave
trees
thoee
of
twoetit; many
little more than needed for each crop.
ed their growth and are now decaying Don't undertake to steal anything from
from the effects of old ageaud soon they the soil. Bear in mind your grass field
will be of no value except for fuel. will never winterkill or die as long as it
.Vow then is it not clcarly the duty of has
anything to live for. This is all I
those
avery one of us to plant trees for
care to say in relation to this subject at
not
matters
who are to eome after us? It
present. Tou may think of many other
whether we think we will ever receive
that you would like to inquire
Jeweler and Graduate
things
should
we
them
or
from
not;
beuedt
about. For that reason, if you desire to
to
able
we
are
as
so
trees
just
long
plant
ask any questions, I am now ready to
do so. We will certainly enjoy seeing
give you the fullest information possible
of
a
deal
is
there
and
good
them grow,
in relation to this
subject—Maine
then again you Vovmar
and
in
this;
pleasure
set by
trees
from
fruit
to
live
may
What the Farmer Is Doing.
jrou even now, you never can tell, you
know, and the experiment is worth tryThe New England Farmer has no uning anyhow.
tried théorie· to promulgate. It advoThere are a good many farm homes cates scientific methods only when they
MAINE.
need
trees
ornamental
and
where shade
are known to be practical on the farm.
to be set out about the home to add to It
prefers to give experience and conBetter
the
of
place.
the attractiveness
clusions of successful working farmers,
ttet out some this spring and see them
and experts who write
an elm tree experimenters
grow. I was just noticing
of things as they are, rather than the
that I set out some twenty-five years
of theorists who tell of things
as large as a opinions
In fact the Rev.
ago, that was then about
as they ought to be.
is high,
pitchfork handle; the location
Sam Jones voices our sentiments in the
45
dry and rocky. The tree is nowfrom following:
when ma le Into handsome, durable, reinches in circumference two feet
"The older I grow, the more I care
versible, IIAND-MADE
the ground and at least 50 feet tall. A for facts, and the less I care about theotwo
or
one
years
red acorn, planted
ries. I love to walk with a good old
earlier, germinated and has grown to be farmer through the magnificent growing
in
inches
34
is
and
tall
feet
and
about 35
Entirely new process, any sUe
orops, look at the fat cattle, horses and
variety of design- Conta lew» aad will
circumference, two feet from the hogs; and see his full granaries. There
outwear any ru* mide.
ground.
is something charming about that to me.
Call and see sample or send for booklet m.
The common hemlock when planted I always did
despise theology and
NOVELTY RUQ CO.,
out on the lawn and properly pruned
I always did love religion and
botany,
makes one of the most beautiful ever- flowers.1'
368 Congrus Street,
MAINE.
found. Never
PORTLAND,
green tree· that can be
Uncle Solon's Opinion.
cut the lower limbs from an evergreen
form by
There la nothing that adds to the value
tTee, but prune in pyramidal
shortening back the limbs and top.—F. of a farm like a well-cared for apple
orchard. Suoh farms are not in the
H. Dow in New England Farmer.
market. A young, thrifty orchard, not
old enough to bear, adds to the value of
Oat Straw for Pis Bedding.
the farm twice as much as the orchard
A. W. M., Sheffield, Mass.: Is there
drive a boy off a farm
that oat straw oost. You can't
statement
the
in
anything
where there la a food orchard, and he
as bedding for pigs cause* scurvy?
will take care of it. The "harrer," the
Pigs, from the lack of good, bright hoe, the hand saw and the jaokknife,
oat straw for abed, frequently get tilthy,
not by will give new life to an old, half-starved
scurvy skins—from lack of straw,
Androsooggin
It la true that where pigs orchard.—Solon Chase,
reason of it.
Me.
seek a bed under the edge of a straw- County,
stack where the straw la wet they get
It is believed by many sensible persteaming hot, and then come ont in the sons, perhaps with good reason, that
akin
becomes
the
and
scurvy
to
oold
eat,
Secretary Wilson's enormous off-hand
Sye Bpeolal lit.
a
from the cold air striking it I have
crop aggregates have had a tendoncy
GuarSatisfaction
man
UlttMS, Cask or Credit.
Rock rooster to give the
Plymouth
to aid the speculators in bearing down
Pre·.
Tested
straw
oat
anteed. Eyes
who can prove that dry. clean
the prices of farm produota. Flamboya
akla
oa
a
porker.— ant optimiam in crop reporting is not
NORWAY, MAIN·. ever caused scurvy
C. D. Smead, V. S.
usually to the advantage of the pro-
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Wm. C. Leavitt,
Norway,

Hardware,
and

Stoves,

:

Ranges.

WANTED.

Plumbing

Heating.

quickly.

Rocky Mountain Tea Nuggets

A Positive

Ely's Cream Balm

HILLS,

Optician.

MORWAY,

OLD CARPETS
ARE VALUABLE

RUGS

DR. PARMENTER

Wanted.

TheTwoVanrevels

Jorreanondeace on practical agricultural topic·
le solicited
Addresa all communications Intended for thla department to Hkmrt D.
Hammond, Agricultural Editor Oxford Democrat, Pari·, Me.

ρ

ducer.

Many a good horse, or other farm
Meat amoked in February and properly
getting
mal, has been lost because ofaccess
to [ut away by the last of the month, will
and gaining
the
in
night
loose
comthe
Wood
All kinds of Pulp
Inside not be troubled with flies. Sawdust,
the grain room or grain chest.
or clean ooro oobs make
ing year. Correspondence solicited. doors
will be left open sometimes even hickory chips If the old-faahioned
way
to cloae lots of smoke.
H. D. COLE,
if great care la taken. Fit them
is too much trouble, smoke In liquid
Bryant's Pond, Me. aatomatlcally, and there will be no risk form can be purchased.
nor need for care.
April lath, 1905.
ani-

h loose branch and called
in α tender voice to the stranger whom
to his exertions.
should remain
For α moment, as she came running Fanclion had chosen
toward him end be met her flashing nameless:
"Be sure to put some salve on your
recognilook, bright with laughter
tion and baste, be stammereu. A thrill hand Γ
He made a bow which Juet missed
lews tbun delirious sent the

breatbiesmess uot entirely attributable pressed down

£>Q=

Clark Cites Vital Facto.
of

"trno Tax plow."
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CHAPTER I.

Τ was long ago, In the day·
when uifii sighed when they
fell lu love, when people dunee<l Ly candle and lamp, and
did dance, too. instead of solemnly
glUing about; in that mellow time so
long ago when the young were romantic and summer was roses and wine,
old Carewe brought his lovely daughter
home from the convent to wreck the
hearts of the youth of Iiouen.
That was not a far Journey; only an
afternoon's drive through the woods
and by the river m an April long ago,
Miss Betty's harp 'carefully strapped
behind the great lumbering carriage,

m
Vm

r,
W

of bis percpti.·!! that a man who does
not speak to you has 110 right to have
« daughter like the lady iu the carriage, aud, the moment of this reallzution occurring as he sat making a poor
pretense to eat his evening meal at the
Itouen House, he dropped his fork rattliug upon his plate and leaned back,

at nothing, a proceeding of
which his table mate, Mr. William Cummings, the editor of the Rouen Journal. was too busy over bis river basg
s taring

to take note.

"Have you heard what's new In
town?" asked Cummlngs presently,

Loins too low, but did miss it
him at great length, giv"It is there already," he said and, bad talked of
of Ills dandyism and his
losing bis courage after the bow, mad· ing the flavor
hand to his young relaat
first
beauty
a
behis speech with so palpable
gasp

blood up behind bis brown cheeks, for
he saw that she, too, know that this
was the second time their eyes had
met.
He cuuld not speak at once, but
when be could, "Permit me, madam,"
be said solemnly, offering the captive,
"to restore your kitten."
An agitated kitten should not be detained by clasping its waist, and already the conqueror was paying for
bis victory. There ensued a final outrageous squirm of despair. Two frantic claws, extended, drew one long red
murk across the strunger'H wrist and
another down the back of his hand to

fore the last word that the dullest perin the world could have seen that
he meant it.
Miss Betty disappeared.
There was α rigidity of expression
about the gentle mouth of Fancbon
Bareaud, which her companion did not
enjoy, as they went on their way, each
preserving an uneasy silence, until at
her own door she turned sharply upon
blm. "Tom Vanrevel, I thought you
were the steadiest—and now you've
proved yourself the craziest—soul in
Rouen!" she burst out. "And I couldn't
son

the knuckles. They were good, hearty
scratches, and the blood followed the
artist's lines rapidly, but of this the
young man took ηd note, for he knew
thut he was about to hear Miss Carewe's voice for the first time.
"They say the best way to hold
them," he observed, "is by the scruff

say worse!"
"Why didn't you present me to herT"
asked Vanrevel.
"Because I thought a man of your
gallantry might prefer not to face a
shotgun in the presence of ladles !"

of the neck."

"Pooh!"
"Pooh!" mimicked Miss
"You can 'pooh' as much as
but if he had seen us from
dow"— She covered her face
hands for a moment, then

Beholding bis wounds, suffered In
her cause, she gave a pitying cry that
made his heart leap with the richness

Bareaud.

you like,
up.
the win"No," said Tom truthfully, for he had
with her
the
seen what was new, but not beard It
of
It.
sweetness
Catching
and
her guitar on the front seat half buried
dropped
"Old Care we's brought his daughter kitten from him, *bo dropped it to the
under a mound of bouquets and oddly
Fanchon Bareaud was with ground in such wise as to prove na- them und smiled upon him. "I underhome.
of
farewell
little
bundles,
gifts
shaped
owe the
her at St. Mary's until last year, and
ture's foresight uiojt kind In cushion stand perfectly to what I
lier comrades and the good sisters. In
of α stroll with you this mornί auction says she's not only a great
of
cats.
pleasure
feet
the
Ing
small
lace
a
she
clutched
lier left hand
a
dear."
ing, and your casual insistence on the
"Ah, I didn't want it that much!"
handkerchief, with which she now and beauty, but great
shadines.s of Carewe street!" He laughtwo
worth
is
hand
with
the
other
masterin
the
cat
"Ah!"
"A
rejoined
then touched her eyes, brimmed with
her smile vanished,
nightingales in the bush," he said bold- ed nervously, but
the parting from Sister Cecilia, Sister ly indifference. "Dare say—dare say."
more and she continued: "Keep away, Tom.
"So wonder you're not interested," ly and laughed. "I would shed
Mary liasilede, the old stone steps aud
She Is beautiful, and at Ht. Mary's I
all the girls, but for every time that said Cummlngs cheerfully, returning blood than that!"
and wit
Miss Betty blushed like a southern always thought she had spirit
Rite lifted the dainty kerchief to brush to the discussion of his bass. "The old
see her
and started back from him. too. I only hope Cralley won't
dawn
care
she
took
a
take
of
tear
villaiu
will
a
the
good
deep
precious
edge
away
before the wedding! Hut It Isn't sufe
but
convent
the
From
yesterday—and
air
her."
woodland
come
uear
breath of the western
you don't
of for you. (Jo along, now, and ask CralMr. Λ un revel already possessed a she had taken a man's band in both
aud smiled at least twice, for the years
ley please to come at 3 this afternoon."
hers!
of strict iuclosure within St. Mary's profound conviction to the same effect.
This message from Mr. Gray's l>eIt was to this tableau that the lady
walls and still gardens were finished Robert Meilhac Carewe was known
hunt trothed was not all the ill starred Tom
and done with, aud at last the many not only as the wealthiest citizen of in blue entered, following the
she stopped conveyed to Lis friend. Mr. Vanrevel
colored world flashed and danced In a
Rouen, but also as Its heartiest and through the gates, where
esteemed a person of
a discomposed countenance. At was ordinarily
with
was
her.
This
before
most
steadfast
although
mystery
hater;
aud,
mystery
with great reserve and discretion; neverthebrilliant to the convent girl because it there were only 5,000 or 6,000 inhabit- once, however, she advanced and,
Bet- less there was one mau to whom be
contained men. She was eager to be- ants, neither was a small distinction, a cry of greeting, enveloped Mis.;
relief of told everything, and from whom he
hold It.
for Rouen was ranked In those easy ty in a brief embrace, to the
the noon hour
It was Fanchon had no secrets. He speut
days as a wealthy towu, even as it was the latter's confusion.
in feeble attempts to describe to Cral* ·α*λ
now
two
emancipated
r
υ. ι c wmn
years
called an old town, proud of its age Bareaud,
of
in taf- ley (Jray the outwurd appearance
and its riches and bitter In Its politics, from St. Mary's and far gone
Miss Elizabeth Carewe—how she ran
of course. The French had built a fort feta. With her lusterful light hair,
voice, like a young Diana, what one felt upon
there soon after La Salle's last voyage absent blue eyes and her gentle
her voice, and he preseuted In
as her face and hearing
and
small
as
pretty
settled
had
as
and.
Cralley Gray said,
himself an example exhibiting someto
difficult
too
Justify
was
not
it
settled
figure,
the place, and had then been
in her eyes.
of her thing of the cost of looking
themselves by the pioneer militia. Aft- Crailey Gray's characterization
His conversation was more or less Inwho
winsome
baggages
er the Revolution, Carolinians and Vlr- as one of those
but the effect of It was comair of feminine helpless- coherent,
glnlnns had come by way of Tennes- had made an
plete.
ness the fashion of the day.
see and Kentucky, while the adventur"I'm so glad—glad!" exclaimed Betous
countrymen from Connecticut,
CHAPTER II.
to
ty. "You were Just coming to see me,
traveling thither to sell, remained
father Is in the li>ES there exist an Incredulous
buy and then sell—when the country weren't you? My
of Jealous deulzen of another
In course of time the brary. Let me"—
was In Its teens.
Miss Bareaud drew back. "Xo, no,"
portion of our country who,
little trading post of the northwest teraa
and with eviSzSD knowing that the room in the
ritory had grown to l>e the ieadlug cen- she interrupted hastily
"I—we must be on wooden cuitoSa over Mr. Carewe's liter of elegance aud culture in the Ohio dent perturbation;
She threw a brary was commonly alluded to by
our
Immediately."
Rouen.
way
so
in
said
least
they
valley—at
which let him Rouen us the "tower chamber," will
the
at
geutleman,
was
Rouen's
glance
Robert Carewe
muguate,
know that she now comprehended his prove himself ho sectionally prejudiced
commercially and socially and,
gloves and why their stroll had trend- as to deny that tbe town was a veritaau upstart young lawyer named Van"Come at ble hotbed of literary Interest or that
Btreet.
revel struck into his power with a ed toward Carewe
The wharfs were once," she commanded him quickly In Sir Walter Scott was ill appreciated

ttoking

D

until'

broadax, politically.
Carewe's; the warehouses that steod by
the river and the Hue of packets which

Half the town
were his.
his. and in Rouen this meant that
he was possessed of the middle Justice,
tlie high aud the low. His mother was
a Frenchwoman, aud in those days,

plied upon it
wa.s

"J didn't want it that much!"
rumoiea into town urter sunset
in the fair twilight, the dogs tmrking
before theiu, and every one would have
been surprised to know that Torn Vanrevel, instead of Mr. Crailey Gray, was
the first to see her. By the merest accident Turn was strolling near the Cure we place at the time, and when the
carriage swung into the gates, with
rattle and clink and clouds of dust at
the finish, It was not too soon lost behind the shrubbery and trees for Tom
to catch something more thau a
glimpse of a gray skirt behind α mound
of flowers and of a charming face with
parted lips aud dark eyes beneath the
scuttle of an enormous l>onnct. It hapit is more accurate to

rney

pened—perhaps

say that Tom thought it happened—
that s1k> was Just clearing away her
veil when he turned to lojk. She blushed suddenly—so much was not to be
mistaken—;>nd the eyes that met his
were remarkable for other reasons than
the sheer loveliness of them. In that,
in the one flash of them he
even
meant so many things at

caught, they
one time.
lV.it, above all, these eye*
were fully c «.i.seiuiu of Tom Vanrevel.
Without realizing what he did Mr.
Vanrevel stopped short. lie had been
swinging a walking stick, which, describing a brief arc, remained poised
halfway in its descent. There was
only that one glance between them, and
the earring-· disappeared, leaving a
scent of spring flowers in the air.
The young u.ui was left standlug ou
the wooden

p::vemeut

in the midst of

great loneliness, ye^ enveloped in the
afterglow, his soul roseate, his being
quavering, his expression, like his cane,
Instantaneously arrested. With such
promptitude ::nd liuish was he disposed
a

of that had Ml.» Carewe been aware
of his n.;t:ie aud the condition wrought
in him bv the single stroke she could
have soug!it only the terse Richard of
England l'or a like executive ability:
"Off with his head! So much for Vanrevel!"

She had Hfied a slender hand to the
fluttering veil, a hand in a white glore
with a small lace gauntlet at the wrist
This gesture was the final divinity of
the radiant vMon which remained with
the dazed young man as he went down
the street, and it may have been threequarters of uu hour later when the
background of the picture became vivid to him-α carefully dressed gentleman with heavy brows and a handsome high uose, who sat stiffly upright
beside the girl, his very bright eyes
quite as conscious of the stricken p·
destrlan as were hers; vastly different,

however, in this—that they glittered—
nay, almost bristled—with hostility,

while every polished button of his blue
coat seemed to reflect their malignancy and to dart little echoing shafts of
at Mr. Vanrevel.
Tom wai dismayed by the acuteness

veuom

Rheumatism

when to go abroad was a ponderous
and venturesome undertaking, the fact
that he had spent most of his youth in
the French capital wrought a certain
glamour about him, for to the American J'arls was Europe, and it lay shimmeiing on the far horizon of every

Imagination,

a

golden city.

Mr. Carewe lived lu au old fashioned
house on the broad, quiet, shady street
which bore his name. There was a
wide lawn In front, shadowy under
elm and locust trees and bounded by
thick shrubberies. A long garden, fair
with roses and hollyhocks, lay outside
the library windows—an old time gardon. with flue gravel paths and green
arbors, drowsed over In summer time
by the bees, while overhead the locust
rasped his rusty cadences the livelong
day, and a faraway sounding love note
from the high branches brought to
mind the line, like an old refrain:
The voice of the turtle waa heard In
land.

*',Λ

o*»j1 il»A
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MIsr Carewe.

Upon the morning after her arrival,
having finished her pianoforte practice,
touched her harp twice and arpoggioed
the "Spanish Fandango" on her guitar,
Miss Betty read two paragraphs of
"Gilbert" (for she was profoundly determined to pursue her tasks with diligence), but, the open windows disclosing a world all sunshine aud green
leaves, she threw the book aside with

good conscience and danced out to
the garden. There, coming upon a
fuzzy white ball rolling Into Itself
spirally on a lazy pathway, she pounced at It, whereupon the thing uncurled
with lightning swiftness and fled,
more like a streak than a kitten, down
the drive, through the open gates and
Into the street, Miss Betty in full cry.
a

Across the way there chanced to be

Btrolling a young lady in blue,
companied by a gentleman whose

ac-

lei-

surely gait gave no indication of the
maneuvering he bad done to hasten
their walk Into its present direction,
île was apparently thirty or thirty-one,
tall, very straight, dark, smooth shaved,
hie eyes keen, deep set and thoughtful,
and his high white bat, white satin

cravat and careful collar were evidence
of an elaboration of toilet somewhat
unusual in Rouen for the morning.
Also he was carrying a pair of white
gloves in his band and dangled a slender ebony cane from his wrist. The
flying kitten headed toward the couple
when, with a celerity only to be accounted for on the theory that his eye

the Carewe gateway
time previous to this sudden

had been fixed
for some

on

apparition, the gentleman leaped
front of the fugitive.
The kitten attempted 4 dodge to pass;
κ "T""CTTg men
the gentleman was there before It Th·
was alI-i-A—IJ
mÂUÊ kitten feinted; the gentleman
ana wit together too much on the spot. Immelomis
diately, and just as Miss Carewe, flushcannot
ed and glowing, ran Into the street, th·
small animal doubled, evaded Miss Betty's frantic clutch, re-entered the gate-

constitutional
Il one of the
βΑ>ΑΑΐ4
Ë4
QisesseB·

/m

In

in localΛ ache· and paio·,·-■*

iHTuniw

muscles,—Irait

it

be

cored fry local applications.
It requires constitutional
tpfra^niflnt acting torooxD

way and attempted a disappearance
Into the lilac bushes Instead of going
to find Itself, for a
In difficulties with
the close set thicket of stems.

1|^aA ^
tM MOOOf and UN Post IS I around them, only
course of the great medicine fntal two seconds.
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which has permanently
cored thousands of cases·
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there? Some of the men looked sly and
others grinned at mention of this apartment, but the romantic were not lacking who spoke of It in whispers—how
the lights sometimes shone there ail
ulght long and the geutlemcn drove
away, white faced, In the dawn. The
cupolu, rising above the library, overlooked the garden, and the house, save
for that, was of a single story, with a
low veranda running the length of Its
front The windows of the library and
of a row of bedrooms, one of which

undertone.
"But now that you're here," said
Miss Betty, wondering very much why
be was not presented to her, "won't
you wail and let me gather a nosegay
for you? Our pansles and violets"—
"I could help," the gentleman suggested, with the look of a lame dog at
Miss Bareaud. "I have been considan

ered useful about a garden."
"Fool!" Betty did not hear the word
that came from Mies Bareaud's closed
teeth, though she was mightily surprised at the visible agitation of her
schoolmate, for the latter's face was
pale and excited. And Miss Carewe's
amazement was complete when Fan-

was Miss Betty's, lined the veranda
steamboat fashion, the inner doors of
these rooms all opening upon a long
The
hall which bisected the house.
stairway lending to the room in the
cupola rose In the library Itself, while
the bisecting hall afforded the only access to the library; hence the gossips,
well acquainted with the geography of

chon, without more words, cavalierly
•eized the gentleman's arm and moved

toward the street with bim as rapidly
is bis perceptible reluctance to leave
permitted. But at the gate Miss Bareaud turned and called back over ber

the

In regard to the extraordinary agility
}f which the pursuing gentleman was
apable. It Is enough to say that be
caught the cat. He emerged from the
lilacs holding It In one band, his glove·
and white hat in the other, and presentft
ed himself Iwfnro Miss Bettv with

This was the friend of
"Errand!"
childhood's happy hour, and they bad
not met in two years!
She ran to the hedge,
"Errand!"
along the lop of which a hlgb white
hat was η r.r seen perambulating. She

SEED

Miss Betty, who had become almost as
busy with the French revolution as
with her mantua maker, for she hud
found In ber father's library rnuny
books not for convent ehelves. and she
had become a Girondin.
She found memoirs, histories and
tales of that delectable period, and for
a week there was no meal In that house
to which she sat down earlier than half

TIME
73Se experienced farmer

has learned that some
grains require far different

hour late. She bad a rightful property Interest In the revolution, her own
great-uncle having been one of those
who suffered, not, however, under the
guillotine, for to Georges Mellbac appertained the rare distinction of death
by accident on the day when the busian

soil than others;

some crops need different handling than others.
He knows that a great

deal depends upon right
planting at the right
lime, and that the soil
must be kept enriched.
No use of complaining
in summer about amistake made in the spring.
Decide before the seed
is

nesslike young Bonaparte played upon
the mob with his cannon.
There were souie

fore the evil is too deep
rooted. At the first evidence of los3 of flesh

Scott's Emulsion

her with a perfunctory civility
which made her wonder If her advent
was altogether welcome to blm, bnt
wben she noticed that his balr looked
darker than usual about every fourth
day she began to understand why he
ed

should be taken imme-

diately. There is nothing that will repair
or

more

to ber for growing
He went out a great deal, though
it
no visitors came to the bouse, for
was known that Mr. Carewe desired to
present his daughter to no one until be
presented her to all. Fnncbou Burenud,
indeed, made one "lorried and embarrassed call, evading Miss Betty's reference to the chevalier of the kitten with
α dexterity too nimble to be thought
unintentional. Miss Carewe was forbidden to return her friend's visit until

replace lost
abundantly

appeared ungrateful

flesh more
than Scott's Emulsion.
It nourishes and builds
up the body when ordinary foods absolutely
foil
W* h>ttt

up.
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letters of

and bis friends than In Rouen with her
father. Indeed, she bad little else to
do. Mr. Carewe was no comrade for
fcer, by far the reverse. She seldom
saw him, except at the table, when be
sat with averted eyes and talked to her
very little, and. while making elaborate
preparation for her Introduction to bla
friends (such was bis pbrnse). he treat-

ÎJSè best time to remedy wasting conditions in
the human body is be-

quickly

yellow

tbie great-uncle's In a box wbicb bad
belonged to her grandmother, a rich
discovery for Miss Betty, who read and
reread them with eager and excited
eyee, living more In Parle with Georges

planted.

wasted tissue

place, conferred seriously together

tive.

library hung α small full
length drawing of Georges, done in
color by Miss Betty's grandmother,
and this she carried to her own room
and studied long and ardently until
sometimes the man himself seemed to
the

In

sweet,

light, white,

flaky, wholesome bis-

cuit. cake and all kinds
of raised food.

OUR HEW YORK
WEEKLY LETTEH

An enormous cravat
with scarlet.
covered bis chin; the heavy collar of
his yellow cout rose behind his ears,
while its tails fell to his ankles, and
the tight trousers of white and yellow
stripes were tied with white ribbons
about the middle of the calf, lie wore

P. incest Gown·—Part of Alie· Room·
volt'» Trousseau Purchased In Now

profile

theless, nothing could be more clearly
Indicated than tbut the hair of M.
Meilhac was very yellow and bis short,
huge lapeled waistcoat white, striped

white stockings and gold buckled yellow shoes and on the back of bis head
Miss
α jauntily cocked black hat.
Betty Innocently wondered why his
letters did not speak of Petion, of
Vergniaud or of Dumorlez, since in
the historical novels which she read

the hero's lot was inevitably linked
with that of every one of importance
In his generation. Yet Georges appeared to have been unacquainted

these personages, Rol>espierre
being the only name of consequence
mentioned in his letters, and then it
appeared in much the same fashion
practiced by her father in alluding to
the governor of the state, who had the
with

misfortune to be unpopular with Mr.
But this did not dim her
Carewe.
great-uncle's luster In Miss Betty's
eyes or lessen for her the pathetic
romance of the smile be wore.
Beholding this suille, one remembered the end to which his light footsteps
»>o,i 1n*i h 1 m mill If was unavoidable to

him left lying in the empty
street behind the heels of the flying
crowd, carefully formiug that same
smile on his lips ami taking much

picture

pride in passing with some small, cynspeech, murmured to himself, concerning the iuutility of α gentleman's
getting shot by his friends for merely
So,
being present to applaud them.
fancying him thus with his yellow hair,

ical

bis scarlet striped waistcoat and his
tragedy, the young girl felt a share of
family greatness or at least of plcturshe
esqueness descend to her, and
smiled sadly back upon the smile iu
the picture uud dreamed about its orig-

York—Oriental Art the Craze—Di··

played In Jewelry, Comb·, Etc.
By RENE OEVERAUX.
Of course every one Is interested in
Alice Roosevelt's trousseau, not only
because she Is the president's daughter

aod the most talked about girl iu the
I'nited States, but because her costumes

have always stood for what is

correct aud smart.
Of that part of lier outfit which was
purchased and luade up in New York

two of her evening gowns, one pink,
the other pale green, are of satin broche
and are ou princess lines.
lier wedding gown, which Is. of
course, the most important item of a
bride's trousseau, is of white satin
broche, the pattern of which is wreathe
of flowers and was desigued by Miss
Roosevelt herself. The silk was woven
In American mills, and the pattern was
destroyed after the required number of
yards was finished. The style of the
gown is an empire princess, with an
elaborate court train and a yoke of
beautiful old lace which was worn by
Miss Roosevelt's mother, as was the
fall of lace which edges the yoke and
which completes the elbow sleeves.
Her traveling dress of tan broadcloth trimmed in velvet, chiffon and
soutache braid is also a princess model.
A strikiug yellow satin evening gown,
severely plain, with a pointed bodice,
has an effective design of silver spangles outlining tiie low corsage and the
bottom of the skirt.
A fetching little dinner gown of pompadour silk is one of the prettient

inal night after night.
Whether or no another ligure, tlut of
a dark young man in a white hat, with
a white kitten etching li s wrist In red.
found place in her dreams at this period
It Is impossible to determine. She did

it is quite another
see him again,
thing, hazardous to venture, to stale

not

that lie did not sec her. At all events,
it is certain that many people who had
never beheld her were talking of her;
that Houcn was full of contention concerning her beauty nud her j'ift of music, for a song can be heard through
an open window. And how did it hapthat it
pen that Cralley Gray knew
was Miss ('nrewe's habit to stroll in her
garden for half an hour or so each
evening before retiring and that she
went to mass every morning soon aft-

sunrise? Cralley Gray never rose
at or near sunrise in bis life, though
be sometimes beheld It from another
point of view, as the end of the evening. It appears that some one must
huve told him.
One night when the moon lay white
on the trees and housetops Miss Betty
paused In her evening promenade and
seated herself upon a bench on the
er

not utiusuiil to hear α comthat one's yard litis no sun.
and therefore (lowers cannot be raided.
But there are u I a rue numlier of flowers that prefer shade to sunshine In
ïlie begonia is of this class.
summer.
Those who have north walls or fences
may have preat beauty during the summer by setting out the different kiuds
Even the gloxinia, the
of begonias.

It

is

plaint

achiinencs and similar hothouse plants
bloom splendidly throughout the summer season when grown on the north

side of walls.

Vlneirar.
to many kludr» of
We read that during the
bacteria.
great plague in London a couple earned
fabulous sums iu nursing the wealthy
and that their own means of defense
was swathing the lower part of the
face with cloths dipi>ed iu strong vine-

Vinegar is fatal

gar. Some one says, "My grandmother used a gargle of salt aud pepper
with vinegar for all us children, and
she didn't have to go to a sanitary club
to learn It." True, no doubt, a timely
though utterly empirical use of that
has saved many lives.—St Louis

gargle

Globe-Democrat.
"Carat"

·■

Applied to DI«M»ad·.

Although the term "carat" is applied

to diamonds as well as to gold, It does
not mean the same thing. Used with
regard to the metal It expresses quality
or fineness, 24 carat being pure gold
and 22 carat equal to coined gold. But
applied to the diamond carat means actual weight, and by this measure 11!%
carats are equal to an ounce troy. The
value of a diamond Is not merely so
much per carat. Irrespective of size,

but Increases in an Increasing ratio
with the weight of the stone.
CcrcMO mr·

I think there Is a great deal of difference between that species of ceremony which exists with acquaintance
and that which should always exist
with the best of friends—the one prevents the growth of affection, the other

after ber debut, and Mr. Carewe explained that there were always some
worthless young men banging about preserves in In youth and age.—Letter·
Bareaud's, where, he did not add, they | of Maria Edgeworth.
Interfered with a worthy old one who
A Dyer.
desired to honor Fanchon's older slater,
He—Do yo:t think blonds have more
Virginia, with his attentions.
She—I don't
This was no great hardship for Misa admirers than brunettes?
ask Miss Turner.
Betty, as, since plunging Into the rev- know. You n;!ght
bad She l::ts htd experience In hoth capaci| olution with ber greut-unclo. she
loet some curiosity concerning the men ties- New Yorker.
t

The Royal Baking
Powder is the greatest
possible aid to the pastry cook in producing

stand before lier.
Miss Betty bad an impression that
her grandmother's art of portraiture
would have been more sueessful with
than the "full face." Neverthe

upon what effect Miss Betty's home
coming would have in this connection, borders of the garden, wrought upon
for any one going to the stairway must
by the tender Incentive to sighs and
needs pass her door, and, what was
melancholy which youth in loneliness
more to the i>oInt, a party of gentlemen
finds in a loveliness of the earth, for
descending late from the mysterious what reason she could not have told,
turret might not be so quiet as they In- since she was without care or sorrow
tended and the young lady sufficiently that she knew except the French revodisturbed to inquire of her father what
lution, yet tears shone upon the long
entertainment he provided that should lashes. She shook them oiT and looked
keep his guests until 4 In tbe morning.
up w*tb a sudden odd consciousness.
But at present It was with the op- The next second die sprang t.» lier feet
posite end of the house that the town with a gasp and a choke I outcry, her
was occupied, for there workmen were
hands pressed to her breast.
hammering and sawing and painting
fro ηκ oojrriNUïD.]
Mr.
addition
the
all day long, finishing
Carewe was building for bis daughFlower* In the Shitile.
ter's debut. This hammering disturbed

shoulder, as if remembering the necessity of offering an excuse for so remarkable a proceeding: "I shall come
again very soon. Just now we are
upon an errand of great importance.
Good day!"
Miss Belty waved her hand, staring
the after theui, her eyes large with wonder. She compressed her lips tightly.

sates there was a fountain where a
bronze lx>y with the dropsy (but not
minding it) lived in a perpetual bath
from a green goblet held over his head.
Near by a «tone sundial gleamed
against a clump of lilac bushes, and It
was upon this spot that the white kitten Introduced Thomas Vanrevel to

of today, doubting tnut 1111*3- <vou:a
show forth «h bcroic, «s debonair, gay
and tragic as he. He was the legendary hero of her childhood. She remembered her mother's stories of him i*rbape more clearly than she remembered her mother, and one of the older
sisters had known hint In Paris and

ίΰ^ί
CHINESE

r^v

MANDARIN' COAT NOW SO
is νοαικ.

ΜΙ'ΓΗ

gowns in the we.iiiillg outtlt. This exquisite silk. Willi it» tit lirait* pas.el
shades. is οι»· οι lilt· most pjpulur >t
(lit? spring fabrics.
i*!:!!i r gown Is a black net
Allot!:
with a full skirt and elover tail·
bow sleeves.
Perhaps the most unique article of
Miss ltooscvcll's trotiiMcau is ail ext|uisite ham! embroidered .l.ip iit.'-t* leu
«own made from a shavvi presented to
her by the empress of Japan. Among
her negligees she als-> numbers se v. va I
Chinese coats ami Japanese kimonos,
splendid with rich silk and gold em-

broidery.

This craze for the oriental has quite
captured feminine fancy, and the mo«t
gorgeous Japanese kimonos, Chinese

mandarin robes and the short threequarter Chinese coats, hand embroidered in gold auti brilliant silks, ranging
in price from S'-'U up into the hundreds,
are in great demand. They have even
been pressed Into service as oi>era
coats, aud at the theater their rich coloring stands out in artistic relief among
the white, gray and more somber hued

conventional theater wraps.

The Chinese coat shown In the sketch
le of bright crimson silk elaborately
baud embroidered in gold. The baud
edging it is of old blue shades of silk
ami gold threads on a lighter blue
ground, finished with a narrower white
band scattered with tiny pink and
It is fastened at the
green tlowers.
neck and at the right side with tiny
gold buttons and frogs of red silk cord
and ia lined with white china silk.
While this Is quite au expensive créatlou. Its simple shape renders ;t delightfully adaptable and practical for
home manufacture, and out of plain
silks appllqued or band embroidered

of soft and artistic Japanese crepe
the clever home dressmaker can fnhlon a stunning negligee at small ex-

or

pense.
It Is in the new Jewelry accessaries
and baubles, however, that oriental art
One sees the most
rein us supreme.
fascinatingly beautiful back comb·,
belts, necklace», bracelets and rings
richly emimeied and carved in Arabian,
Persian. Chinese. Egyptian aud Syrian
designs. They are all so exquisitely
l>eautlful and alluring that the fair
shopper seldom can resist their charm.
Even my lady's toilet table revels In
the mysterious cold creams, powders,
perfumes and soaps of the orient, and
ber modern Marceled locks give out
the subtle scent that was perhaps part
of the toilet jf some beauteous Egyp-

princess thousands of years ago.
[Our rentiers may have any question

tian

concerning faanlonat or fabric· answered
by Rene Deveruux. the faahlon expert, by
addreaalng R« ne Deveraux, P. O. Box M9,
Madlaon
Square, New York, Incloaing

for reply.]
A Refleetto·.
Mother—Well, what is It?

■tamp

Tommy—
i/ow lucky pumpkin pie ain't made
like doughnuts, with a hole In the mid-

dle!—Harper's

Baxar.

The wise are Instructed by reason,
ordinary minds by experience, the stupid by necessity and brutes by Inatloct.
—Cicero.
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CIGARETTE BOY.

x

What is the future of a boy who
smokes cigarettes? Will he try to get a
place in a store*' A lad in Chicago applied for ten positions, being met each
time with the question, "Do you smoke
cigarettes?" and was rejected in every
instance.
The manager of a large department
"We don't want cigarette
store says:
smokers—the tirm has no use for a boy
with dried up brains."
Will he try railroad work? The Panhandle system, the Michigan City division, the Kansas City, Fort Scott and
Memphis, the South Carolina division,
the Union Pacific, the Rock Island, the
Chicago, Burlington & Quincy, have all

issued orders against cigarette smokers.
They say, "It is harmful, and renders
men untit for service requiring steady

nerves."—Selected.

Again

Express:

we

quote from the Portland

"There was a decrease of 18 per cent
in the number of arrests for the year
1905 from that of 1!»04 according to the
annual report of George W. Sylvester,
city marshal for those years, which was
submitted to Mayor Clifford this morning. The following abstract from this
report shows many interesting things in
regard to the arrests for intoxication
and other crimes for which intoxication
was

responsible:

The arrests for the year have shown a
marked decrease both as to the total
number made and particularly so as to
the number arrested for intoxication.
The total arrests for 1905 are 2,025 as
compared with 3,189 for the preceding
year, a falling off in round numbers of
18 per cent.
The number placed under arrest for
intoxication being 1,523 as compared
with 2,15*2 for the preceding year, a decrease of 29 per cent.
In the classified list of the number of
arrests for the year, the following are
noted in the report: Assault, 68; assault
with intent to kill, 3; breaking and entering, 24; bigamy, 1 ; common drunkard,
1; drunkenness and disorderly, 850;
drunkenness, 074; deserting from the
army and navy, 30; evading fare, 12; embezzlement, 2; forgery, 3; insane, 36;
larceny, 193; malicious mischief, 43;
murder, 3; running away from home,
40; safe keeping, 201; truancy, 12; unregistered apothecary, 2; vagrants, 3$.
In an article in the Christian Herald
upon dangerous indulgences in intoxicants, we read: "It is in the beginning
that the danger lies. No one who begins the habit expects to become a
drunkard. He can stop when he likee,
he avers. It ia seldom that he indulges.
He has full control over himself. It ie
perhaps after long years that he discovers
that he is tied and bound, unable to abstain. It is a wise saying that he who
caree little for intoxicants should abstain for the sake of others; and he who
doe· care for them should abstain for
bis own sake. It is the most gigantic
evil of our day, and the only remedy
for it is resolute and entire abstention
from the first indulgence."
A story is told of an English school·
master, who offered a prize to the boy
who would write the beat composition
in five minutes on "How to Overcome a
Habit." The prize went to a lad of nine
years. The following is his essay :
"Well, sir; habit is hard to overcome.
If you take off the first letter it does not
change 'abit.' If you take off another, you
still have a 'bit1 left. If you take off still
another, the whole of 'it* remains. If
you take off another, it i· wholly used
up; all of which goes to show that if
you want to get rid of habit you must
throw it off altogether."
Let us "look straight outSee thin^ not try to evade them,"
Let "fact be fact" for ua,
"And the truth, the truth forever."
Of all the ten or twelve thousand unfortunate girls and wrecked women
arrested every year in Chicago, 99 ont of
every 100 attribute their downfall to
their first glaaa of wine, taken generally
with a male companion for good-fellow·
■hip sake. That β rat glaaa is the beginning of the end.—Matron Chicago Police !

Department.

"Never give all your pleasant words'
and am ilea to atrangera. The kindest I
words and sweetest smilee ahould be r·aerved for home.
Home ahould be your

heaven."

Mr. H. W. Whitman of Bnokfield wu
Μη. Ο. Θ. Tamer, living near the
□oantain, U very ill, also MIm Delia, I d town Wednesday.
The new hall la completed and prépara·
laughter of Llewellyn Jordan. They
I Ion· are being made for a grand open·
ire
Mrs. Ames, an elderly lady, i> report- I ng bj a masquerade bail in the near
i uture.
»d tick.
Mr. and Mrs. S. S. Field of West Pari·
Several whom we bave reported of the
riaited Mrs. Field's aunt, Mrs. K. 0.
liok people are favorably reported.
Mr·. Oregg haa returned to her home ί Small, Thursday.
Mrs. Thurza Crockett went to Canton
in Andover.
Union Grange of East Snmner visited Konday to spend a few months with her
ind entertained Buckfield Grange Feb. 1 n-others, the Meeara. Dearborn.
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Chandler and two
), making things interesting for all con-

Part· HilL
Baptlat Church. Rev. K. O. Taylor, pastor
{^reaching every Sunday at 10.-43 A. R. Sunday
Sabbath Evening Service at
School at 12 κ.
M p. M. T. P. S. C. K. Tuesday evening.
Prayer Meeting Thurwlay evening at 7 30. Coveîant Meeting the laat Friday before the lat
All not
Jun day of the month at 830 p. M.
Xherwlee connected are cordially Invited.
School
every
I'nlveraallat Churrh. Sunday
Sunday at 10:4β A. M.
ΠΜ

id dress was an earnest appeal for higher
iving and she pointed out the helps to
>e derived from the departments of the
V. C. T. U. in the different lines of
»ork. Ten new members responded to
he invitation at the close of the meetThe Union expresses thanks to
ng.
tac h one who helped to make the meetng η success.
Lincoln's birthday was observed in
5. Â. R. hall Monday evening under the
ipecial direction of Mrs. Putnam and the
ielief Corps. Remarks were made by
»veral gentlemen present, musio was
nterspered with the speeches and the
tnly regret was that a larger number did
lot attend and show a true patriotic

5. character Song,
A. Instrumental muMc,
7. Song and choru\
β. Character song and dance,
FAST Π.
9. Farce.
10. Tambourine

11 Cakewalk.

Solo.

'Deed

Four ladle·.
Dinner Bell·,

cerned.
A. F. Warren's team made a very
iniok trip from tbe depot Friday. No

Four Pickaninnies.

{reat damage reported.

Too Much Discipline.
Br Boaea.

At tbe time that the

old man, he said to him, "Hadn't you
better join our army?" "I'm too old a
man to
fight them d— Spaniards."
There is a man in town wiring for
electric lights. Conant, the barber, and
A. Damon, the machinist, have them

in

Gould Academy pupils

: 'or

the annual
be held.

ιοοη

are

prize speaking

preparing

which will

'Deed I Do.
5. Character Song,
/
Dinner Bells.
β. Song and chorus,
Under Southern Skies.
7. Duet and chorus.
The Chinese Servants.
8. Farce,
9. Comic Song,
Everybody Works but Father.
Pickaninnies.

10. Song and Dance,
By Ladle·.
Old Kentucky Home.
U. Song and chorus,
12. Song and dance,
By Nobody.
IS. Irish Song.
14. Cake walk.
Watln' for de Horn to Blow.
15. Finale,

Admission to the hall each evening 25
Children under 12, 15 cents.
cents.

Cartain at eight o'clock. After the programme on the last evening, a short
Bocial will be held and ice cream and

F.

STOMACH.

SHURTLEFE Λ CO.

A.

STBENGTHENED.
The stomach is the mainspring of life,
ifhen it is strong and acts perfectly,
lien the whole system is right, assimilaon is perfect, and body and brain are
TELL HOW IT HAT BE

1 ittle daughters left for Lynn, Mass.,
Konday to visit Mr. Chandler's mother,
tfrs. Lizzie Chandler.
Mr. and MAT Augustus Tobin, of Bear
Mountain, are apendlng a few days with
Sir. and Mrs. Freeman Farrar.
Mr. Frank Young moved his family to
She farm of R. N. Stetson Thursday.
Kre. Young will keep bouse for Mr.
Stetson ana Mr. Young will work for

horoughly nourished.
One may perhaps get temporary relief
rom stomach trouble· by using pepsin,
r some other digestant, but this treat·

lent has no curative effect. It does not
each the seat of the trouble and remove
tie cause.
How much better to use Mi-o-na,
rhich restores lost functions of the
rbole digestive system, revives flagging
utrition, and aids in the assimilation

him on the farm for one year.
▲ telephone meeting was held here
Thursday, which in spite of the anow

ffood.

pleasant remedy

to use,
from almost the first
ay's treatment. It restores the torpid
lands and stimulates the natural digestIt ohecks fermentation,
re secretions.
nd stops germ growth, soothes inflam·
all troubles such as
cures
and
nation,
Mi-o-na is a

nd benefit is

seen

We have about 1500 rolls of Wall Paper and Borders we
with to close out before putting the New Spring Papers in
the racks.

All Grades from 5c. to 25c. per roll
at 50c. on the $1. Come Early.

CLEARANCE SALE
OF MEN'S

Samuel Richards,

terns, all sizes at present, for $7 50 per suit.
Men's double breasted suits in neat plaid effects,
all sizes 34 to 44, sold for $12, now $10.

i

All of our $12 single breasted suits in gray,
brown and other desirable mixtures are now $10.
A large assortment of $15 suits are in this mark
Most of them made by Hart, Schaffner &
down.
All $15 suits
Marx. Light and dark patterns.
are now $12.
All of our winter overcoats are marked down.
Fur Coats at Cost.
Boys' Russian vests, 75c. and $1 qualities, have
been marked down to 25c.

Over
40
NEW

J

]

VIEWS

unoccupied

BROOKS—The

CASTORIA

Dear Friends:
Can you come in
line of goods?

spring

a

per yard.
Then in shirt waist

suitings

fine handkerchief linen to

we

heavy

a

linen.
Last but not least be
new

check wool

for street

trimmings

sure

suitings,

look at the

to

the correct

an evening dress, we would
glance at the new veilings in

that

goods.
If in need of any winter good*
we are selling them cheap.

Sincerely

Norway, Jan'y

34,

don't

1906.

MARCH

REMEMBER

Stove Wood and
Coal at

LIMIT

V W. Walker & Son's,

104

Dyspepsia

Cure

Builders' Finish I

Waning, Sawing

CHANDLER,
....

TRIBUNE FARMER

In
One

is a twenty page national illustrated agricultural weekly
(or farmers and their families, and stands at the bead of
the agricultural pt-ese. It is a practical paper for practical

Year
For

$1.75.

the

nephew

Subscriptions
Must

per year, but until March 31,
will receive your subscription for THE NEWYORK TRIBUNE FARMER and also for your own
favorite local newspaper, THE DEMOCRAT, South Taris,
The

1006,

regular price ia 11.00

we

Maine.

Be

Both Papers One Year for Only $1.75.

Received

By

Send your order and money to THE DEMOCRAT.

Thirtyflrst.

£
S

in an attractive manner.

covers

J

J

secure the largest possible profit
through practical methods.
It is entertaining, instructive and practically useful to
farmer's wife, sons and daughter·, whose interest· it

farmers, helping them to

from the farm

J

(

1906.

THE NEW-YORK

Maroh

—

31,

Papers

\lso Window & Door Frames. But

|

forget

J.

CHANDLER,

|

new

yours,
S. B. & Z. S. PRINCE.

Edgings, THE

]

things

for all the«e

Sale.

Slab Wood,

Kodol

a

butcher

Alice blue, reseida green and cream.
We can also show you a fine line of

buy,

Cord Wood,

|

have

wear.

If you wish
like to have you

May-hatched pullets,

Sith

new

Don't leave out a white linen
beautiful line.
dress this summer. Our line is complete from

My

'05.

the

see

we wrote you last we have received
lot of ginghams, most of them are only

large

ioc.

Qoods.

Pullets

and

soon

Since

a

Furniture, Household
Saturday
anything

S/&/ J"—

For Infants and Children,

Til Kiad Yh Hail Always Bouglt

Tea & Coffee Business.

Eer

MAINE.

NORWAY,

WE WILL START YOU

Prominently1

POSTER,

B.

H.

COLORED
POST CARDS,
IN

3c. EACH,
FOR 5c.

OVERCOATS.

Our stock taking, just completed, brings to light
all the small lots and broken sizes.
They're to be
sold at once. They are marked at prices to move
them quick.
Black worsted frock coats, from suits that sold
from $Ό to $16, extra wearing qualities, your
choice for $2.
Several lots of $10 suits in quite a variety of pat-

j

OPTICIAN,

|

=

SUITS

WARRANTED TO FIT.

r

ICAINB.

PARIS,

SOUTH

Spectacles and
Eyeglasses

the gentlemen
style befitting

«QUAHSI,

SO MARKET

llseases that F. A. Shurtleff & Co. are
rilling to give a guarantee with every
0 cent box of Mi-o-na tablets that the
eraedy will cost nothing unless it cures.
They bave so much faith in Mi-o-na that
hey are williAg to take all the rifk.

departed
will be dressed in the
Being indisposed I gave last week's Thirza King, wife of Horatio Wight,
"The
Colored Four locals
to the boy to mail. After carry- after a long and painful illneaa from
GRADUATE
Hundred." Come and see the pickafrom Friday noon to Saturday night, atomach trouble, aged 48 yeara. Mra.
ing
ninnies!
he returned the same in good condition. Wight was one of four siatera, only one
SOUTH PARIS, MAINE.
are
Samuel Estes, Jr., and his wife
Presiding Elder Parsons came Satur- of whom is now living, Mrs. W. B.
moving into Mrs. Annie Emmons' house. day, stopping over Sunday. He preach- Wight; three having pasaed away within
In the Paris Hill items of last week was
four years. Her husband, who cared
ed at the M. E. church on Sunday.
noted the marriage of Mr. Estes and Miss
Howard P. Shaw has returned to his for her so faithfully through an illness
of
M.
Garland
that
town.
Georgie
of many years' duration, will be very
Tech studies.
Miss Minnie A. Lane is now boarding I
Edward Bicknell and wife of Hartford lonely, as there have been*no children in
at H. R. TuelPs.
Cold Spring have gone to Windsor their home.
Rev. Alfreds Brewster spoke in an
Maud Vail, who has been assisting
Lewiston, in the employ of Wm.
interesting and pleasing manner at the Spring,
Mrs. W. A. Foster, has scarlet fever and
Bridgham.
Methodist church Monday evening of
is
of
member
-m
1
i.
a
Edmund
quite sick at Mrs. Foster's.
DeCoster,
last week. Subject, "Why you ahould
Mrs. Angelia Farrar of Grafton, an
Pessenden Poet, paseed away Friday at
now foreman in the
is
office,
Bates
Mrs.
L.
C.
the
W.
C.
T.
U."
printing
join
East Buckfield after a long illness. J. old-time correspondent of the Democrat,
office of the Rumford Falls Times.
presided at the meeting, and prayer was H. DeCoster of Mechanic Falls, a broth- who was stricken with paralysis more
Geerge H. York, who recently sold offered by Rev. Mr. Nelson. Music conthan a year ago, had another attack a
attended.
his fartu to Lewis Farnum of Milton sisted of a solo by Mrs. S. T. White, and er,
Mrs. Chas. Buck is to accompany her week ago and was very low when last
Plantation, disposed of his personal a duet by Mr. and Mrs. L. M. Irish.
husband on the road, he being a com- heard from.
property at auction Feb. 15th. Mr. Closed by singing a hymn.
mercial traveler.
People are rejoiced to learn of Dr.
York intends to make it his home at
Miss Ethel M. Howe has been making
Alice Nulty and Helen Shaw are ill, Twaddle's convalescence after a dangerSouth Paris in the future.
a visit at Harrison.
but improving. Many are ill with colds. ous illness.
The Grand Trunk quarry was closed
Miss Jennie L. Bradbnry is visiting in
Wife and I have been chastened, but it's
February is giving us eome truly win-1
Feb. 8th, having completed their con- Massachusetts for a few weeks.
ter weather.
worth mentioning.
|
scarcely
tracts for stone used in a Western depot.
Our people will unite in good wishes
Thursday evening was set for a draOnr spool factory has been sold by Stan- to Mr. Lewis M. Mann, who was married
IflVAIWVt
club
a
Turner
matic
entertainment
ley Dearborn. The parties interested in Feb. 14tb, to Miss Mabel E. Allen of Mil- at Nezinecot Hall, butby
Albert D. Park visited hie sisters Monthe storm block\f* on/) \f«*a Mann ibava mai>i>SaH I
its future management are Jacob A. *nn
ed the game.
day afternoon, and spent the night at his
Thurston of Bethel. Frank P. Cole of at South Paris by Rev. J. H. Little, and
Next Monday evening at Nezinscot father's.
1
Woodstock and William Clark of Rhode came here where they remained (or a
2
Herbert 0. Gleason remains with his
drama will be witnessed in the
Island. The mill started up the 12th short time, then going to Bryant's Pond. Hall a
David 0., who no donbt will not
of the grange.
interest
father,
inst. in charge of the new proprietors.
Mr. Mann's house has been
recover from his illness.
Much sickness prevails in the vicinity this winter, except for occasional short
Many from Mexico Orange attended
is
of
scarlatina
of this village. One case
Rev. C. F. Pareons, presiding elder for
tripe he has made here, as his mother,
Pomona at West Pern, and report that
in
of
the
Arthur
last
Bessey. Mrs. Carrie Mann, is in Massachusetts. Lewiston district, held his
reported
family
quarterly the meeting was a success; that they
Mrs. Samuel L. Ruse, who has been He has a superintendent looking after meeting for the conference year Saturhad an all-round good time.
is
now
ill
from
and
is
fever,
mill
here
which
report- his clothespin
very
lung
Sunday lasi, preaching at East
doing day
Pharmacist.
Old growth dry hard wood in lfcinch
ed as more comfortable, with a slight a good business. We think Mr. Mann is Buckfleld in the morning, and at 2 p. m.
lengths (not split) sells for $0.50 per cord.
to be congratulated on his choice of a at the village.
hope of recovery.
Next to Poet Office, South Paris.
A lively contest at the March (town)
The Quarterly Conference Saturday
valentine, and hope he and his wife will
meeting is anticipated over the effort to ;
Hebron.
some time make their permanent resi- evening was well attended, only one
obtain a new school house near A. W.
member being absent. A good showing Richards'
Meetings are being held each evening dence here.
mill, below Ridlonville. It is
this week by tho Y. M. C. A. as a week
Rev. D. F. Nelson observed Lincoln's for the year's work was made. About understood that the school officers will
of prayer.
birthday Sunday, Feb. 11, with an ap- $800 has been expended on the church report that it is a necessity.
It is j
On Tuesday of this week the Ladies' propriate memorial sermon which was property by way of repairs and improveIN THE
that Mexico will vote against1
thought
and
with
Mrs.
met
H.
K.
Stearns
have
to
There
been
additions
ments.
Circle
of much interest. A large picture of
with Rumford in the choice of
joining
was handsomely entertained
and
an
increased
church
with
and
the
a flag,
Mr. Lincoln was draped
membership
Superintendent of Schools and will select
The senior class ride was on the 14th placed nn an easel on the platform.
interest and courage noted. The return one
living in Mexico.
We offer a epcelal opportunity and will start you
anRev.
for
with dinner at Poland Spring.
the
A.
W.
of
of
about
A
Pottle,
pastor,
twenty-four gathered
party
Orchestra.
named for that position is Rev. Α. Ο. ί Id a Tea, Toffee and
Music,
Spice business of your own;
for a at the home of Geo. F. Marshall on Sat- other year was unanimously requested.
is
Orono
in
Ira
M.
Bearce
Mrs.
Prayer.
hundreds hive been successful under our co-op·
Warner.
Orchestra. ! few weeks with her husband.
Mrs. urday evening, Feb. 10, to give a sur- The following persons were elected to
Music.
eratlon and are now prosperous merchants; wc
Francis l>e Janviers
The Sleeping Sentl-el.
assl-1 you and work with you to make you sucBearce's mother, Mrs. Cornelia Moody, prise party to Mr. and Mrs. John L. the official board of the church: Ε. M.
Mason.
Mary Akers.
cessful; teas In any quantity 8c to2ftc. per pound
1'atrlck Henry is keeping house for her while there.
Marshall, who had been invited out to Atwood, Asa Atwood, S. A. Lucas, Harry
An Appeal to Ann».
Ervin Hutchinson traded a nice pair of for the flnest (trades; write for our new 19 « price
Walter Akere.
Hebron Grange had an all day meeting tea while the preparations were
in Dudley, Cyrus Dudley, Miss Nellie Dud- work horses for a
large pair of oxen list and special Information ; 3ft years In business
Anon
The Telegram,
Wednesday, entertaining West Minot progress. They returned home to find ley, Mrs. Emma Jewett, Mrs. Julia Har- with Walter Emery of Bethel.
NEW YORK, CHINA & JAPAN TEA CO. (IMPORTERS),
Etta Glover.
from
Lake
few
and
a
W.
delegates
the house filled with their friends, and a low, Mrs. Josephine Thomes, Fred
Hudson and Canal Streets, New York City.
The Centeunlal Address.
Joseph Story Grange
Alton Merrill has moved to Birchmont :
Cedrlc Thurston.
Effie Warren, Francis
View Grange, Auburn, and East Hebron very pleasant evening was passed in play- Warren, Mrs.
Farm, where he has employment.1
Solo, The Children's Home,
was
dinner
A
bountiful
J.
M.
Millett.
served,
a
late
and
other
At
Grange.
Hunt,
games.
ing whist
Marion R. Bean went with them to help
Vaughn Porter.
An increasing interest is being evidenc- take care of their little one while
Geo. M. Baker and in honor of the day the table and hour every one adjourned to the large
The tied Jacket.
they
Geneva Burgess.
hall were beautifully decorated with front room where a long table lighted by ed in Buckfleld in the work of .the W.
get settled a little.
Extract from an Oration,
Wlnthrop valentines, the work of the lady mem- candles was
T. U. as was manifest Friday in a
C.
A
suptastefully
prepared.
and
a
a
cow
Ervin Hutchinson bought
Lewi* Akers.
A very enjoyable day was spent
Mrs. M L. Kayne bers.
Brave Kat-i Sheliev.
consisting of four kinds of salads, meeting both afternoon and evening at nice hog of Eli A. Grover.
Howapt.
Glkdvs
ot rolls, all kinds of cake, chocolate, the Baptist church under the patronage
by all.
J. M. Philbrook and T. F. Hastings
Elijah Kellogg
Spartacus t > the Gladiators,
and harlequin ice cream, was enjoyed by of the local union. The occasion was were in town the 14th.
Fred Abbott.
East Sumner.
auction rooms will be open
Mrs.
visit
of
Brewster
of
the
all. The joke of the evening was that
Portland,
The Vesper Prayer
Solo.
George W. Mills, who has been stopEdna M. Luce.
Much sickness is prevailing and four Mr. and Mrs. Marshall supposed the field worker for Oxford County. In the
few
for
with
Ο.
B.
Mills
the
past
ping
If you
afternoon.
The Light Ke per'» Daughter, Myra A. Goodwin different
physicians have had patients to party to be in honor of Misses Nellie and afternoon she met the ladies and matters months, returned to his home in Wor-1 every
Lucy Grover.
The Gladiator,
Elijah Kellogg attend to in the vicinity. At present Georgia Marshall, who were at home for of local interest were discussed. In the cester, Mass., the 14th.
have
to sell or wish to
Clarence Bailey.
the most serious case is that of Rev. L. a few days, and did not learn the truth evening a good audience for Buckfleld
Mrs. A. E. Tyler is visiting her par-1
Anon
Whistling In Heaven,
W. Muttart; who is quite feeble from an until the guests had departed.
assembled and was favored with a rare en tu at Bolster's Mills.
call.
Evelyn Smith.
fever and other comattack
of
treat in the very interesting and practiheld
at
scholars
a
social
school
Anon
The
typhoid
Bertha Tyler has returned from a
Tommy's Prayer.
Kthel Phllbrlck.
Odd Fellows Hall last Friday evening. cal address by Mrs. Brewster. Mies Bar- visit at her grandfather's, B. P. Skill- 1
plications.
A. X>. PARK.
Chorus, Village ltel's
On Tuesday last, Frank L. Ryerson, Refreshments were served.
rett, president of the local union, pre- ings', of Bolster's Mills.
Members of H. S.
sled
a
Anon who was so severely injured by
The Wednesday club held its first sided; Mrs. Pottle read the scripture
The West field Flooil,
Etta Akers.
Brownfield.
passing over him, submitted to the am- meeting this month at the home of Miss lesson and offered prayer; Mr. and Mrs.
for
Elijah Kellogg putation of one leg at a hospital in Ruth Tucker with a
Supposed Speech of Beculus,
large attendance. Pottle conducted the singing.
First Congregational church, Rev. Dr.
Uarrlson A ui'ter.
case
is
His
considered
of
Lewiston.
W.
J.
Wheeler
Paris
was
Mr.
South
nice
Twelve
very Wednesday of this week the club is enJ. G. WhltUer
James J. 0. Tarr, pastor.
Mary Garvin,
Sunday, Feb.
serious.
Evelyn Elliott
Loveland. in town this week delivering a musical 25, morning
tertained by Mrs. H. C.
worship at 10:45, with ser- [>nes.
The Death Be·I of Benedict Arnold,
Mrs. Maggie, wife of J. Elmer Thomp- Special topics are Famous Battles of the instrument in Hartford, also a piano in
mon by the
pastor:—"Conversion by
Irving Hanson.
A.
Orchestra. I son, has gone to the hospital in Lewis- Revolution and Distinguished Foreigners Buckfleld. Mr. Wheeler is a reliable Force." Evening worship at 7:00 with
PENLEY,
MuMc,
for
treatment.
a
business
in
ton
musical
The
club
in the Revolutionary Army.
dealer, doing large
"The Daring Bank Robber?." Dec.
The prizes as awarded were:
South Paris, Me.
sermon,
4,
as
in
A. H. Harlow, who is in charge of a is
as
well
instruments
other
directhe
annual
considering changing
We specialize in onr evening music, and
1st prize, Etta Akers.
camp for Ε. I. Brown, received a severe election of its ofiicers to May, thereby tions.
3d urize, Irving Hanson.
invite all to attend.
:{<! prize, Kvelyu Smith.
blow from a skid that came near being causing the officers to serve during the
4th prize, Lucy Grover.
Qreenwood.
fatal. He was picked up for dead. He prepared
which expends
East Bethel.
programme
Last Friday, the Otb, gave us twelve is now able to attend to his work.
from September to the last of May. The
Is this month destined to rival MinneMiss Fannie Holt has returned from
inches of snow; a Godsend to the logmonths of June, July and August are sota in the matter of snow? It is now
Neponset, Mass., where she has been the
West Bethel.
gers, so now they have all the available
used as a vacation from club meetings.
twenty inches deep in the woods and past four months.
this
ot
our*
often
thought
life
"I've
now
is
teams at work and the outlook
Mrs. Lucelia Morton returned home to still coming. Well, it is a* true to-day
Mr. Elmer Trask returned from bis
should be to labors given ;
South Paris last week after having spent as ever that better late than never.
good.
That If we train our dormant powers,
work in the woods last week, and moved j
Mrs. Henry Porter has returned home I And only grow the fairest il >w ·ιβ,
son
and
Mr
with
her
a few days
wife,
And now the question is, how long his family home. He has one team in
from Massachusetts, where she spent [ That God will after many hours
and Mrs. Clarence L. Morton. Mr. Mor- will the sledding continue? One man the woods.
Reward our souls In Heaven."
several months with relatives.
ton has been ill with the grippe, but is thinks it will hold out until near the end
J. M. Bartlett with his team is work"That <lay Is best wherein we give
Mrs. Morton has just of March, while another offers to wager
now convalescent.
A thought to others' corrow-t,
ing for O. P. Russell, Hanover.
Lovell.
for
a short visit a
to
Mass.,
it
of
that
will
Haverhill,
gone
we
ιο
learn
«If.
peanuts
live;
pint
practically
Forgetting
Judge G. F. Rich and son from Berlin,
Anil blessing·» born of klmlly deeds
her relatives. During her absence end by the middle of the month. As for Ν. H., visited Mr. and Mrs. A. M. Bean
An all day meeting of Suncook Grange
our
to-morrows."
Make
gol'ien
r. Morton will board at J. R. Tucker's.
The third and fourth
was held Friday.
ourself we do not care to rixk that over Sunday.
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Another snow storm with quite a blizSouth Paris, Maine.
Mrs. F. L. Higgins of Litchfield is a enjoyed by all. After a little business Herrick visited at the Bennett place zard
lecture on western life was given by
Thursday.
Prof. L. C. Bateman of Lewiston. There ! visitor in the home of the Democrat in the morning the rest of the forenoon Wednesday. Mrs. Morgan reporte her
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Mrs. Shank, wife of Rev. C. H. Shank, I week's storms for all kinds of lumber- Clifford of Paris Grange gave an in- also that Sylvester Cole was about the are
Digest· what you eat·
helping him.
who has been very ill with erysipela», is ing operations.
teresting talk on the life and work of samo as on the sick list with grippe.
A man by the name of Brown is cutWillis Thurston is still a sufferer from our first martyred president. A bounti- She also informed us that
improving well now.
they think the ting wood and timber for J. E. RichardΕ. W.
ful dinner was provided in the dining Herrick boy has been heard from, and son.
Mrs. D. P. Lord has been ill with rheu- rheumatic and spinal troubles.
Charles Ruggles bas taken the place hall lately fitted up for such purposes. that be has gone to work for a man in
matic fever and is improving.
E. R. Bennett came home from NorAn entertainment and supper was I of Ε. P. Philbrook aa night watchman in The afternoon was occupied in a liteiary Shelburne, Ν. H., but how he got there, way Saturday.
given Wednesday evening at Pine Grove the mill of Merrill, Springer & Co.
programme provided by West Paris unless he bad assistance, is still the
The Mountain Rills will meet with
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furnished by E. S. Farrington, cornet, Milan, Ν. H.
several members of Paris Grange in news, among the rest that her father, and broke his leg in two places.
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Charles Rose, violin, Mrs. Ida Charles,
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A Frenchman fell under the sled in
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thoroughbred, male, Scotch Collie pup- which has always existed between the ed, was our former sohoolmate, is so Hastings and was crushed so badly he is
piano.
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There will be a poverty party at the
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LUCKIEST MAN IN ARKANSAS.
Washington, aud was very much delightLumber inspector, J. Polley, was in
R. W.
"I'm the luckiest man in Arkansas,"
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Frank Cusbman and Fred Whitman
in the employ of the International
Paper Co. They left Tuesday for the
head waters of the Magalloway River
nrhere they will look after the company's
:amps in that section.
George Perham, an attendant at the
Marine Hospital in Boston, is in town
this week visiting his father, K. G Perbam, who is quite sick.
John A. Titus has given up his milk
route in the village to John Howe, who
made his first trip Wednesday.
Robert G. Johnson, who for a number

Bolster & Go.

Dayton

N.

leadacbes, backaches, rheumatic pains,
urred tongue, sleeplessness, nervousless, and general debility, which are
ansed by imperfect digestion.
It is the only remedy that is so uniorrolj successful in the cure of stomach

The Gebring party are enjoying the cake will be served by colored waiters.
Egyptian trip and report all happy and The committee have spared no pains to a time in this
village. A farmer from met on Wednesday afternoon with Mra.
well.
arrange an attractive and pleasing pro- outside came in one Sunday and procur- F. B. Andrewa.
Miss Hattie L. Foster has returned
is
the
weather
and
if
pleasant ed a pint of alcohol. He called on a
gramme,
Rev. Mr. Chapman delivered a sermon
from Waltham, Mass., where she has the indications are favorable for a large
friend to furnish a bottle, and some on Lincoln's birthday on Sunday last at
oeen in the hospital for a critical operarooms
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already being water to split the same. The man was the M. E. church.
tion. She has returned much improved.
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pectation for a smile, when, alas, the
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O ONE CAN BE STRONG WITH A WEAK

itorm, was largely attended. Among
those from out of town were Dr. Ε. H.
first, and Hotel Long.
Tuesday was a gala day for Buckfield Andrews of Brunawick, Mr. Bird of
Literary Club. A new departure Is for Rockland, representing the Eastern Telethree members to entertain at stated phone Co., and Mr. Storer of Boston, in
intervals, and last Tuesday it came our the interest of the New England Teleway. Yes, tbe writer bas always favor- phone Co.
ed the woman's clubs if they were not
Oxford.
too many, or too long, bat for an old
T. A. Roberts W. R. C. observed the
rheumatic who bas seen better days to
have to hike here for cream, and there Bight anniversary of its organization
for something else, with no future pros- Saturday evening at the M. E. vestry.
pect of a' finger in the pie, seemed a 4n entertainment wan given consisting
little tough; but later through the kind- sf selections on the grapbophone by Mr.
ness of Rev. Mr. Pottle who drove round Harry Andrews; singing by the quartette;
and took tbe refreshments to his house, ι solo by Miss Grace rarnbam, with reMrs. Pot- marks by Rev. Messrs. Chapman and
we were somewhat relieved.
tle, Mrs. I. W. Sbaw and Mrs. Tilton Newport and from the comrades. Reentertained. One feature was solving freshments of coffee, cake, etc., were
conundrums for a prize. The one that served.
The fourth anniversary of the Pythian
solved the largest number got a prize,
which was Mrs. Virgil Cole. The prize 9isterbood was observed recently with
was a twisted doughnut, nine inches entertainment of musical and literary
exercises, with refreshments of cocoa,
long, elaborately done up.
My personal benefit derived, reminds cake and oonfectionery.
The Congregatipnalist Ladies' Circle
me of an incident that occurred once on

Thursday evening the programme will
contain new and interesting features;
Dr. John Twaddle, who has been ill there will be several entirely new songs,
and a different farce. Thursday evenrith pneumonia, is recovering.
A valentine supper and social was ing:
Minstrels' Delight.
riven at Pattee Chapel Wednesday even- 1. Overture,
2. Song, Ebenezer Brown,
By Dinah
ng by the Universalist society. A most S. Ballad,
Why Adam Sinned.
Angelena.
tnjoyable evening was spent by all pres- 4. Song and Chorus,
et.
There is plenty of snow for all lumberng purposes at present.
The academy has been remembered
igain by a donation of books from an
klumnus.
The Bethel Chair Co. has added four·
een acres of land which was adjoining
ts plant and now has about thirty acree
ncluding the buildings used for storage
tnd manufacture.

Spanish

war was

brewing, a layman was conducting religions meetings in an outlying district.
Locking arms In a brotherly way with

12. Chancier Sonir.
Rufua Raetus Johnson Brown.
IS. Song and chorus,
l'ae Gwlne to my Old Kentucky Home.
14. Song, Nobody,
By Ebenezer.
15. Sermon, How Adam and Eté Tuned White.
Boblnson Crusoe.
18. Ballad,
17. Queens of Ebony Belle·,
Eight Ladles.
Ola Black Joe.
18. Song,
On Your Way.
19. Comedy Song,
90. Finale,
Waltln' tor de Horn to Bkw.
Full Chorus.

ipirit
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improving.

endered by a select choir and Miss Jane day evening:
PAST L
ïibeon sang a solo in her usual pleasing
MlmtreU' DelightThe address was given by Rev. I. Overture,
nanner.
Juet
Little
2.
a
a
Booking Chair (or You·
the
)lo,
and
klfreda Brewster of Portland
Under Southern Skier
8. Solo and duet.
attention
arge audience gave the closest
Response by Cboroa.
Her 4. Song and chorue,
rom the beginning to the close.
Angelena.
I do.

The supper and entertainment given
η Cummings Hall Tueeday evening by
;he Baptist Circle was a great suoceas.
ere.
The hall was beautifully decorated with
New type, faat preaeee, «team
Ιο» ΡpM
in abundance of flags, alio pictures of
power, experience*! workmen and low price·
combine to make thl· department of oar busiWashington and Lincoln. The two long
L
ness complete and popular.
ablee were decorated with flags and a
;ood number of brass candlesticks filled
with lighted candles. On the center of
SKW ADVKKT1SEMKNTS.
>ach table were large bouquets of pussy
willows.
Nearly one hundred guests
Good Street Blanket.
Waists and Skirts
tat down to tables temptingly laden with
Keuieuiber the Limit)aked potatoes, cold meats, salads, a
Buy an E>ltson Phonograph.
'boiled dinner" and a great variety of
Women's Unltned Boots #3.
ine pastry. The Washington table was
Ladles' Specialty Store.
Job Lot Snoes at $1.00.
presided over by Mr. Frank B. HamTwo Notices of Bankruptcy Hearing.
nond and Miss Mae Stowe, costumed aa
Wood for Sale.
»en. and
Two Notices of Appointment.
Lady Washington; the LlnPrinters.
:oln table, b.v Mr. William Chase and
Female Compositor·.
Miss Louisa Chase, costumed as Presilent and Mrs. Lincoln. Many other disW. C. T. U. Notée.
iinguished guests were present. The
as
roung men and ladies who served
waiters were each in costume and each
Ol'R I'LSDCK.
The entertainvore a silver hatchet.
I hereby promise, God helping me, to
nent was very appropriate for the red
abstain from all distilled, fermented and
etter month of February when occur
malt liquors, including wine, beer and
;he birthdays of so many of our great
cider, as a beverage, and to employ all nen.
During the evening, Norman Tayuse of
proper means to discourage the
or, costumed as St. Valentine, distributsame.
the
for
and traffic
1 ed
valentines to all those in costume,
The February meeting held with Mrs.
ind to all the children. It was a very
Lucelia Morton was a most successful
feasant affair.
There was a good attendance and
one.
In the afternoon the ladies held their
the programme prepared by Mrs. Clifinnual business meeting and the followford was both interesting and instructre-elected for the year
Mormon ng officers were
ive. The question of the
seginning in February:
Octopus was opened by Mrs. Cotton of
President—Mre. Loren B. Merrill.
Norway. Some of the facte brought out
Vice Pre·.—Mr*. K. O. Taylor.
A magazine favorwere quite startling.
See.—MIm Alice K. Hammond.
Treas.-Mr. V. H. Heald.
ing Mormonism was brought in by the
leader. This magazine was sent to our The society during the past year has
public library, presumably by some one t>een very successful financially, the net
especially interested. That this sort of proceeds being more than any year for
literature should be distributed in our sight years. The new year begins with
own quiet village was a revelation to all. do debts but a good bank account.
Two new members were received and
List of the books given by Mrs. HanMemorial
Hamlin
nibal Hamlin to
dainty refreshments were served.
The programme for March is as fol- Library:
Crockett, leader.
lows: Mrs. G. B.
FICTIOM.
Quotations from temperance workers. Duncan. Norman: Dr. Luke of Labrador,
Neal Dow and his work. Lady Henry lilascow. Ellen: The Deliverance.
Henrv: My Friend Prosper©.
Scientific
Somerset.
temperance in- Harland.
Lane, Elinor M. : Nancy Stair.
struction.
A LUy of France.
Mason. Caroline
Statistics show that prohibition in Waller, M. E. : The Wood-carver of Lympue.
: The Blazed Trail.
Kansas is an annual saving to the people White. S.K.E.D.
Rose o' the River.
Wlggln,
of $0,000,000. Forty-four out of 105
BI(K*KAJ*HY.
counties are without a pauper; and in
Beach, S. C. : Daughters of the Purltane.
thirty-seven counties there is not a single
RRLIOIOM.
occupant in the jails.
Fl-te, John : Mythe and Myth-Makers.
The Portland Express for Jan. 12th
TRAVELS.
contained the following:
Howe, Maud: Roma Beata
Chicago, Jan. 12.—Damages in $17,BISTORT.
500 were awarded by a jury yesterday
Craw font, F. M.: Rulers of the South. 2 vols.
to the children of a drunken father for Lord, John: Beacon Lights of History. 13 vole.
redress against the saloon keepers alleg- Pryor, Mrs. R. A. : Hi nil η licences of Peace ami
War.
ed to have made a drunkard of him.
The verdict establishing a precedent Books given by other library friends:
FICTION.
which will result in the institution of
many similar snits, was rendered in Bates, Orlc : A M-idcap Cruise.
BISTORT.
Judge Richard S. Tuthill's court. The
English Farmer In
plaintiffs were the five children of John Grange, Herbert: AnCanada.
lledlund, and the defendants (.Hear
Seward Stearns has been at home from
Geyer, Louis Lundquits and Ernest
Thoron, saloon keepers. The verdict is Boston for a few days' vacation.
against them separately and jointly.
Andover.
SUM Κ GOOD REASONS.
The prize declamation contest by the
a
During a temperance campaign
Andover High School carae off last night
lawyer was discussing with no little in the Congregational church. The
the
of
the
classes
uf
show
pro- church was tilled with an appreciative
learning,
posed temperance law, says the Presby- audieuce who gave their close attention
terian Keview. An old farmer who had to each selection. The judges were
been listeuiug attentively, shut his knife Messrs. Holbrook and Sanborn of Rumwith a snap and said :
ford Falls High School and A. S. Jordan
"I don't know nuthin' about the law, of Andover. Music was furnished by
but I've got seven good reasons for Howe's Orchestra of Hanover. Each
votin' for it."
part was well chosen and it was on some
"What are they?" asked the lawyer.
technical points that several decisions
farmer
old
the
And
responded, were made so close were the competigrim
"Four sons and three daughters."
tors.
Following is the full programme:
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MAINSPRING
OF LIFE WALL PAPERS!

Wttt Sonner.

BockfUld.

WMt Parte.
Τ hi· week all roads lead to the min■trel show at Dunham's Hall. Remember the dates, Feb. Slat and 22d. Mr.
H. 8. Day will act as interlocutor and
take the programme in charge, the outWedneswas line of which is given below.

n»ti»i
▲ union Gospel temperance meeting
iu held Sunday evening, Feb. 11, at the
JnlversalUt church under the anaploee
>f the W. C. T. U. The pastors from
he several churches participated in the
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Women's Unlined Boots $3
We have a line of Women's Unlined Boots for $3.00.
Soft
Vici Kid, rubber heel. They are very comfortable and durable, if you have trouble with your feet they will please you.
We also have the

Lady Washington Boot for $2.00
We will guarantee you
fit you. We make a specialty of
all kinds of comfort shoes for both bouse and street wear.
Made

expressly

for

enlarged joints.

comfort if you will let
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Mr·. Robert Bean of North Bethel ii I
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WB8T Paris, Feb. 17, 1906.
Having lait spring expreued mysel
quite freely is regard to school matters
and having advanced opinions whicl
the Herbert
now

Charles Kimball, on
Tucker farm, is seriously ill with pneu-

Rumford Palls Llqaor Cm—.
The respondent! In the cue· where
Κα m ford Fall· were
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when re· N. Millett in August, 1897, who
this
8tate vs. C. L. Pratt,
Under
system
baggage
LAME BACK.
were
Although the evening was stormy, a of the Oxford Democrat.
services
The
her.
Your Choice of this
ceived from trains at destination will be sons survives
Telephone 106-3.
BEFORE β ΕΤΗ W. FIFE, TRIAL JUSTICE,
good audience gathered at the Methodist
This ailment is usually caused by 1.50.
of Helen Noyea, Rev.
FRYEBURO.
immediately delivered direct to tbe Trans- ; held at the home
church Wednesday evening for the enterBOL8TKK DISTRICT.
S. rheumatism of the muscles and may be Lot
Rev.
£.
and
Camden
of
A.
J.
I
Harding
12 77 I
State vs. George Da/
fer Co. for Prompt Delivery, thus avoidtainment for the' benefit of the public
There was a great jured by applying Chamberlain's Pain
Miss Mattie Pratt is helping Mrs. ing delays previously occasioned by Cotton officiating.
Also a few pairs of Ladies' Kid BEFORE FRED A. DELANO, TRIAL JUSTICE,
In- Balm two or tbree times a day and rublibrary. Hon. James S. Wright presid- Arthur
most beautiful flowers.
of
;
recordOXFORD.
in
quantity
same
Talbot.
baggage room,
placing
ed, and expressed the hope that the
bing the parts vigorously at each
sold at $3.00, 8tate vs. ChAS. Poland
Pine Grove.
5 041
Oxfords,
ing, re-assorting, etc., thus saving time terment
library, in which all were interested,
Bert Moore of Norway ia getting out and unnecessary handling.
Millett,
upper primary, has re- cation. If this does not afford relief,
Mercy
Your
Choice
BEFORE EDWARD P. FAUNCE, TRIAL JUSTICE,
would some day find a Carnegie who
a
of
flannel
ι.»5·
bind
on
ι·5°ι
Hanover
to
1.75.
dampand
piece
slightly
gone
OXFORD.
pulp wood for Arthur Talbot
Further announcement will be made ; signed her school
would build it a home without imposing
for her brother, Robert N. ened with Pain Balm, and quick relief is lor
16 551
of date this service will be put into I to keep house
State vs. ChArlea Gammon
Several
F.
A.
conditions too burdensome.
sale
sure
to
follow.
For
In
ilmost
Miss Mary Swan is assisting Mrs.
la
now
by
Millett Marguerite Finney
effect
BEFORE BOXXLLO A. BARROWS, TRIAL J D STIC Ε
selections were sung by the Schabert Charles Gowell with her house work.
Shurtleff Λ Co., South Pari·; Jonea Drag
charge of the school.
CANTON.
Nor(j'iartette, and by a male quartette comStore,
the
Store,
Oxford;
Drag
Templars
Noyei
Knight
Thursday evening
17 511
State vs. Frank E.Potter,
GAS IN THE STOMACH.
Henry Record Is hauling cord wood
at
posed of Messrs. Dunn, Cole, Brigge and
a
way.
Oxford
banquet
of
County enjoyed
GEORGE M. ATWOOD,
Hall, all of which were well received. and timber with four oxeu to the village.
Belching and that sense of fullness so the Beal'a House.
Treasurer of Oxford Countv.
South Paris.
The principal part of the evening's time
often experienced after eating la caused
Milford is priding herself in the report
Arthur Talbot, who has been confined
was taken up by
Rev. E. A. Clifford of
the formation of gas. The stomach
A HABIT TO BE ENCOURAGED.
houses
built
by
80
26
or
there
will
be
that
weeks
bed for »be past three
by fails to
a
the Methodist church, who gave his to the
Your Horse
perform its functions and the
The mother who haa acquired the there the ooming season, and that a big
is
food fermenta. Chamberlain1* Stomach habit of keeping on band a bottle of manufacturing plant is to be pat in as
lecture, "Studies in Biography." This illness, reported improving.
consisted of incidents, descriptive matter,
Mrs. W. E. Waldron spent the past and Liver Tablets will correct the die- Chamberlain's Cough Remedy, saves soon as the power is available.
etc., regarding eminent men and women week in Buckfield helping care for her disorder.
They aid digestion and herself a' great amount of uneasiness and
whom he had met, seen, or heard apeak. mother, Mrs. A. K. Wins low, who Is in strengthen and invigorate the stomach anxiety. Coughs, colds and oroup, to
ITCHING PILES.
It was a large list of distinguished name·, feeble health.
and bowela. For sale by Shurtleff à which children are susoeptlble are quickIf you are acquainted with anyone who
I have
Jones Drug Store,
when you have him stand out in this cold weather.
and an hour and a quarter was moat enSouth
Paris;
Co.,
oounteraots
Its
It
use.
cnred
any
by
ly
is troubled with this distressing ailment
Harry McKeen, Cbas. Gowell, Oscar Oxford; Noyes Drug Store, Norway.
in
to
result
but
tertainingly occupied in incident· regarda
cold
of
pneublankets
stable
and
tendency
some bargains in street
you should
and Chas. Swett are also imyou oan do him no greater favor than to
iug these people or personal experience· Panons
monia, and if given ma soon aa the first tell him to try Chamberlain's 8alve. It
the good sledding hauling wood
and
Call
use.
horse
for
each
of
have
both
kinds
cenvote
Isle's
proving
get my
Deer
with them.
A hearty rising
Mrs. Salome Sellera,
you
symptoms of oronp appear, it will preinstant relief. Price 26 cents per
South Paris.
thanks was extended at the close to Mr. and timber to
tenarian, has been ill, but is now muoh vent the attack. This remedy contains gives
before
à
South
8hurtleff
box.
Sold
Co.,
you
by
Clifford and the singera, all of whom
better and is expected to reach her 107th nothing injurious and mothers give it to
Paris; Jones Drug Store, Oxford; Noyes
Two Bowdoin college students have birthday in fair health.
gave their services for the benefit of the
little ones with a feeling of perfect
two
Store,
Norway.
and
*
Drag
library. The net proceeds of the even- I been expelled from the college
Sold by Shurueff & Co.,
Arch supportera for men and women, seourity.
charges
ing were nearly thirty dollars, which 'suspended for six weeks, the the
Dr.
Jonea
Oxford;'
South
Store,
on
OlaiM·
Drug
Paris;
weekly payments.
·
first prioe 12.00 at Smiley Shoe 8tore, NorwUl be used for the purchase of new Um drinking and gambling la
OX Main St., Norway, Maine.
Parawtar. Bead my ad.
Noyea Drug Store, Norway.
way.
oMeaad intoilcationln the Mcond.
books.
SUCTH PAKIS
Hour·. 7 Λ) Α. Μ. to 7 :» P.M.

monia.

seem

through the columns
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e%£ptlst

up-to-date
prices

productions

prices

■

I

guaranteed

!

—

b^ng

Maine.

Norway,

Îears

—

Buy

an

Edison

Phonograph.

variety

supplies

Phonographs
play

plays

PHonograplie

Records QSo. ESao^.

F. A.SHURTLEFF& CO.
2

Stores, j XSSI Maine.

Sowder.

STORES.

BLUE

These Are the Figures We Are

Doing Business

on

To-day.

Interested In Odd Trousers?
$5,4.75,

.......

j

{

...

.......

—.........

—

j

Marked Down.

Grades

COATS.

FUR

—

JUST

F. H. NOYES CO.,

....

dry

J.

........

J
j

...

FUR COAT
MARK

DOWN.

We have "few choice Fur Coats
left and have marked them down to
close them out. This is your oppor-

j
j

(

tunity to get
low price.

Job Lot Shoes at

good

coat at a very

Canvas Coats lined with lamb's
wool, only $2.19, former price $3.00

~

$1.00.
pairs

a

J.

Spring

F. PLUMMER,

FurnUhér,

$3.50,3

il.OO.

|

appli-

formerly

Ladies'

$1.0·.

W. 0,

Frothingham,
Blanket

GOOD STREET

|

Specialty

Store.

Watch for this ad.
BLANKET
next week.
with

It Will Interest The Ladies.

prices

j

buy.

JAMES IM. FAVOR, ίΒΜ%ΥοΕ«ΙϋΟΚΕΛ

Telephone

18-4.

136 Main

St., Norway.

The New-York
Tri-Weekly Tribune

ALMOST
AS

Ooumv, Oxford Democrat. Put·, Mala?·

S^AUffuu·
if you wish. It is a I
1 Invite your
fish, but It baa a white
2. Tbla camera ia all right except
that it baa uo —. I never dreamt
Re.

—

—

metropolitan newspaper (or busy people, almost
Rural Free Delivery Carriei
good as a daily, and yourtimes
every week.
there waa so mucb mischief
brings it to your door three
It is published on Mondays, Wednesdays and Fridays, 8. It is a very
set

GOOD

as

is a

AS

and contains all the most important news of The Daily
Tribune, whioh is a guarantee of its value.
have not
If you live in the village or on a farm and
toueb
time for a daily newspaper you may be kept in olose
cost.
with all important news of the world at a very small
The regular price of THE NEW YORK TRI-WEEKLY
is
#1.60 per year, butyou can secure it with

A

TRIBUNE

PAPER.

Send your order an«l money to The Oxford Democrat,
South Paris, Maine.
to THE NEWTour name and address on a postal card

will
YORK TRI-WEEKLY TRIBUNE, New-York City,

bring

a

you

free

sample copy.

Paul*.
your parts have I of varied sounds.
In
me
abounds.
The power of kings
My first is felt as from above,
A kind of fear that mates with love;
My sscomd'b seen in melting snows;
My thibd a hardy cereal grows;
My fourth is called a cheering oup.
Mow tell my wholb or give as up.
I·. ·.—A W«rd

ON

—

or THE

or Toronto, CutiU.
ASSETS DEC.

Carpets

Wool

patterns and clean

to close out odd
up stock

31, 1SW5.

Mortgage Loans.
stocks au·I Bonds.
Cash In Office and liant,
Agents' Balancée,
Bille Receivable,
Interest and Kent»,

Chas. F. Ridlon,
Corner Main and Danforth Sts.

MAINE.

NORWAY,

t 15,1)00 00
1,753.542 33

named)

river.
β. A song of a great holiday.
7. Vegetable growths from an ancient

bouse.
8. A story of more than one
9. Boys.

|

|

city.

10.—Girls.

LIABILITIES DEC. 31, 190β.
$ 116.114 73
Net
paid Loeses
1,531,901 59
Unearned Premium·»,
*>1,000 <0
Cash Capital ( I *ewoelt Capital),
548,591 68
Surplus over all Liabilities,
$2,397,0H00
CO., Agents.
South Paris, Me.

creature.

a|

8. Tbe bouse of a relative
Thomas.
4. The friend of both of us.
6. A building where flour is made, on

$2,3Η7,βϋβ 00

tiroes Assets

Is.

11.—Frame* W«f4 N«sn·

looeoooeooi

CONNECTICUT
Coinpaay οt 1'krtford.
Company's Building, corner of Prospect and Ci rove Street.
#1,000,000 00
Cash Capital
Fir· lnanrKUcc
Office:

2,852,315 16
232.131 03
1,739,173 17

Reserve for re Insurance,
ΛII ont^tamllng claims,
Net surplus,

Total assets, Jan. 1, l'.OS
KKKELAND

Soup

·5,813,619 36
UOWE, Agent,
Norway, Me.

Sleighs !

Stomach

No appetite, loss ot strength, nervousness, headache, constipation, bad breath,
general debility, sour risings, and catarrh
of the stomach are all due to indigestion.
This new discovKodol cures indigestion.
of digesery represents the natural juices
In
a
tion as they exist
healthy stomach,
combined with the greatest known tonio
and reconstructive properties. Kodol Dyspepsia Curo does not only cure Indigestion
and dyspepsia, but this famous remedy
cures all stomach troubles by cleansirg.
purifying, sweetening and strengthening
the mucous membranes lining the stomach.
Mr. S S. Ball, αi Ravensweod W. Va., says.—
"
sour stomach
we are now

book or play.
L A red portion of tbe alpbabet
2. A beautiful white stone and

a

28·.3« 08
394 522 32
18,940 55
9,260 59

Total Liabilities an<l Surplus
W. J. WHEELER A

I m troubled with
Kodol cured m· and
tar baby."

C0.,|

WESTERN ASSURANCE

—

hey

■o. lO^ane· of Fa mom· Bp«1rs.
The answer to each of these definitions will be tbe name of a well known

mythological

mTKVEAT

Aim VAX

A LOW PRICE

LOAD OF
NEW SLEIGHS
NOW READY FOR

A

CAR

SALE.

I CAN SELL YOU A

Sleigh

Better
—

(cr twenty years.
using It In milk

for

only. $1.00 Size holdlne 2H times the trial

size, which sells for SO cents.
E. O. DeWITT * θα. OHIOAQQ.

Prepared by

0·000·0

80

04

8

β

Frame: 1 to 2. a name by which the
frost weed is called; 3 to 4, α storm
with failing suow; 5 to β, a shop
where books are sold; 7 to 8, spar form-1
ed into tbe shape of drops.
Inclosed Word Square: 1. The name
of a cold sub-stance, crystals of which

—

When dressing a turkey, chicken or
other fowl, place a folded newspaper

than you
buy anywhere else in the coun-

P.

H.

Portland Division.

South

MILLETT,!
Paris, Me.

PORTLAND AND BOSTON UNE.

$l.ao.

Fare

Meat Market.

of this line leave
Franklin Wharf, Portland, and India
Wharf, Boston, daily (except Sunday) at
7 p. *.

Superb

new steamers

All cargo, except Live Stock, via the
of this Company, is insured
against tire and marine risk.

Fresh meats of all kinds
hand.

F.

a

specialty.

Fresh tish arrives every Monday afternoon and Thursday morning.

Am shipping live stock every week,
CALVIN AUSTIN, Vice President
and paying full market price.
and General Manager, Boston, Mass.

Dr. Austin

Ttiayer,

T.

Tenney,

SOUTH PARIS.

MARKET SQUARE,

is

a

good

time to

buy

that

American Fence
Norway,

Oculist,

will be at Elm

Tuesday, Aug. 1st,
of each following
hours,

Eyes

House,

and ist
month.

:3ο λ. m. to 4
Examined free.

Tuesday

You

Office

the

to

1 have

factory

a

and

want

large
can

next

order in
you
and

save

by your buying now
delivering from the depot.
money

Picture Frames

Fence for

Fence for

Mouldings s,l.

any two other makes combined.

Ask

Crayon, Water color,
Sepia and Oil a specialty.

send for

SOUTH PARIS.

FOLETSHWŒTHCAR
f—mmmI·
fcrw Bsltai
PrnwU

of

With

large,

new

buildings

and new

equipment throughout, revised

courses

CATALOGUE of study and increased teaching force, it
has the beet facilities in the world for
GIVING FULL INFORMATION
men and women.

City

or

town,
Stale.

young
Never has there been such a demand
for young people who have a thorough
training for business. More than 30 applications a month are received for Bliss
Pull information together
graduates.
with an illustrated catalogue will be sent
upon request. A call at the school will
FALL
convince you of its superiority.
TERM OPENS SEPTEMBER 18.
BLISS COLLEGE, Lewleton, Me.

WOOD ASHES FOR 5ALE
φ

In any
CAR

LOTS

A

SPECIALTY.

For Price and Particular· addrets,

SIMON STAHL,
_

|_

I

4LM4I

month.

5. Subtract a lyric poem from to pre-

sage.
No. 14.—Animal Panic.
Each définition names an animal.
L To endure.
2. To follow persistently.
8. To close a letter with wax.
4. To bother or tease.
6. Â massive work of stone to defend
a port from the sea.
The Trouble.

I'm worrying
Mrs. Firem Quick
about that new cook.
What's the matterMr. Quick
afraid she won't stay?
Mrs. Flrem Quick—No; I'm afraid
she won't go.—Brooklyn Eagle.
—

—

Very Tree.
Nobody goes so far as the man who
does not kuow where he Is going.
Kejr to the PuiUr.
No. 1.—Diamond: 1. T. 2. Dog. 8.
Tower. 4. Keg. 5. R.
No. 2.—Illustrated Numerical Enigma: Pictured words—Wheel, disk, dart,
thong, study, third, hunt, irons. "He
that is giddy thinks the world turns

—

—
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ft

or

darning stockings, place a

sheet of newspaper on the floor and let
all the threade and snips fall upon it, instead of allowing them to fall upon the
carpet to be picked up afterward or to
litter the work basket.
When the machine has been newly
oiled it is wise to place a folded newspaper underneath the treadle in order to
catch any drops of oil that may fall and
which would otherwise stain the rug or

carpet.

When one's home is heated by stoves,
every piece of thick wrapping paper
should be carefully saved to spread upon
the floor before the stove whenever the
ashes are to be removed; then the ashes
that fall are caught upon the paper instead of falling upon the carpet or rug to
make dust and work, or to burn a hole
through the fabric. When the empty
pan is replaced and the stove is wiped
down, the newspaper can be rolled up
and carried away, and the work is finished.
Many people spread a sheet of soft paat
per over the dresser and sideboard
night to keep the cover and the articles
In the morning it
on it free from dust.
is removed the first thing, and certainly
all the articles on these pieces of furniture keep clean for a longer time when
this is done. When ripping up an old
garment spread several sheets of paper
on the door around the chair, and then,
as each part is ripped and the threads
removed, place it on one sheet by itself.
The bite of thread and scraps can go
in one place, trimmings in another,
shields, waist steols, taffeta binding and
the pieces of dress goods themselves
can go into eeparate heaps; afterward,
each pile can be looked over and made
into bundles and put away, then the
papers can be rolled up and disposed of,
and none of the litter that usuallv follows the ripping of a garment remains
to bo cleared away.
À thickly folded newspaper kept near
the sink is most convenient for placing
underneath an iron kettle before setting
it down on the shelf or in the eink, keeping the black on the bottom of the kettle from smudging the iron sink. For
the same reason folded newspaper should
be placed on the bottom of cloeets where
kettles are placed when they are washed

No. 4.—Easy Beheadments: 1. Score, and put away.
▲ rug made from several thickneç «β
core. ore. 2. Small, mall. all.
of newspapers laid one over the other
Additions: Cow-1, morse-1, and stitched
No. 5.
together on the machine,
enr-1, inode-i. pear-1, bow l, how-1, ear-L
using a long stitch, is very convenient to
No. tt-Enlgiua: Bridge.
the
before
ironing board or in
place
2. front of the eink when one is obliged to
No. ".—Definitions: 1. Juniper.
5. stand in that position for some time
3. Farcical. 4. Festoon.
icicle.
—

Fibril.

while at work. This rug will keep the
door clean in front of the sink, saving it
from many a spot and splatter, while the
will
rug used before the ironing board
make the work of ironing less hard on
the feet.
A piece of paraffin paper placed tightly
over a piece of cold meat will keep it
from becoming dry before it is used, and
any article of food that is likely to cause
an unpleasant odor in the refrigerator
will not do so if it is first wrapped in
the paper that is used to line cracker
boxes; a small piece of It placed over
the top of cream or milk will keep it
from becoming contaminated by other
foods, and these are only a few of the

Tees—Oh, yes, she was married on the
Gracious!
13th? Jess—On the 13th?
isn't that unlucky? Tess—How can it be way· in which paper may be used around
a house, both to prevent work and to
unlucky if shess actually married?
keep things in condition.
TO CURE A COLD IN ONE DAT
The best of it is, when one once begins
of labor
Take Laxative Bromo Quinine Tablets. to employ papers in the saving
countless new ways in which
Druggists refund money if It falls to there are be
which
are
used
cropping up
E. W. Grove's signature is on they may
cure.
all the time as one goes on her daily way,
each box. 25c.
and in every family there are ways pe,;Did jou hear that young Charley culiar to that home in which they may
Blank ia paying devoted attention to a be used to good advantage, and the
handsome young
married woman?" housewife who once uses them will
"Dear me, no. Who is she?'1 "Hie readily discover just what these ways
wife."
may be in her own particular case.
It is not generally known that newspaMethuaala was all right, you bet
one
pers are the best moth preventive
For a good old soul was he,
There is something about the
can use.
They say he would be living yet,
odor of printers1 ink that most bun
Had he taken Rooky Mountain Tea.
detest, and moths in particular. The
F. A. Shurtleff Λ Co.
winter flannels and woolen blouses that
are wrapped in several thicknesses of
Mis· Elderby—Do you really think
newspaper and tied with a string will
that women propose?
the .next fall without a trace of
Oldbaoh—If they don't, there are a emerge
moths. The boxes, barrels and trunks
great many marriages I cannot account in which winter clothing is packed

you—"

"O, it's all right," she replied,
paring to leap; "It is aa you have
I

mised.

a

am

maiden still.

"He&rt Burn'

For

FolKa

A Rather Brave Chicken 111
There was a chicken who wanted t<f

be a policeman. Nowj what do you
think of thut? A chicken a policeman!
Anyway he went down to see the police board, which le the body of men
who make the policemen, and he told
them just what be wanted.
"Very well," tbey actid, and they
turned him over to the doctors to see if
he was strong and
said he was.

healthy,

and

tbey

"Now," they declared, "we will have

presur-

Dear Sirs

a

Warning That Should
Be Heeded
January 6,

:—

Gratefully

registered, proceeded

make things lively.

to

The first evening

he apent with them he did the proprietor
out of a neat sum at poker, the next
nigltt be returned to his quarters considerably intoxicated after having whipped his cabby; the third night he gave
an impromptu concert in the halls. This
was too much for the hotel; they asked
for his key and rendered bis bill. Evithe amount thereof waa not to his

dently
liking, for he exclaimed pathetically:
make any dis'Say, don't you fellows
"
count to the clergy?'
"

The late Mr. Duffy of Keene, Ν. H.,
according to the Boston Herald, had a
very red nose, despite that he was noted
in his town as a total abstainer, both by
profession and practioe. On one occasion, when he was on business in a

liquor BaiOOD IU UIS UOij;uuuiuuiAt,
drummer came in to sell cigars. To gain
the good graces of the bartender, he invited all in the place to drink, to which
invitation all readily responded save Mr.
Duffy. The drummer went to him and,
»

by

"So you and

riage?"

My first husband is

"Yes, in a way.
married to his second wife."

What is a cold in the head? Nothing
to worry about if you treat it with Ely's
Cream Balm as soon as you begin to
sneeze and snuffle.
Neglected, the cold
may grow into catarrh, and the air-passages be so inflamed that you have to
fight for every breath. It is true that
Ely's Cream Balm cures catarrh, promptly and certainly. But you know the old
saw about the ounce of prevention.
Therefore use Cream Balm when the
cold in the head shows itself. All druggists, 50 cents, or mailed by Ely Bros.,
56 Warren Street, New York.

you
yourself.
indigestion take Eodol Dyspepsia Cure.
Don't

eat anything and sleep soundly
night." Kodol digests what you eat.

can now

F. A. Shurtleff Λ Co.

should make your story end

"You

happily," suggested the publisher.
"Oh, I'll fir that," replied the author,
"I'll simply have my hero and heroine
divorced in the last chapter."

The

"I didn't think he
writer."
"Neither does he."

was a

M·

m·

fyAmStUJbùtmum

humorous

'p*

Company U

'Mm,

A perfect Remedy for Constipai

lion, Sour Stomach,Diarrhoea

Worms .Convulsions .Feverishness and Loss of Sleep.

"18 THAT LIKELY TO ΗΑΡΡΚΚΓ
la
Th" Amount of Its
little talk with yoii to see if you are The Amiunt of It* Capita!
Capital paid up la
brave enough to be a policeman."
(Not applicable In U. S. Statement.)
"Oh." exclaimed the chicken, "I'm ΓΙΙΕ À8SET3 OF THE COMPANY IN THE |

Facsimile

chicken bol<Vy.
"What would you do If you saw two
big, bad robbers in the dark, with pistols in their bands, and they tried to
shoot a poor man and take bis money
from him ?"
"Is that likely to happen?" asked the
chicken.
"Yes."
lUCU

A

—Λλ maKKawi
nvuiu

wv—v

M.V

«

αηΗ

take their pistols from them and send
them to Jail for twenty years," answered the chicken.
"That's very good," replied the men.
"But what would you do If you saw an
old negro woman creeping up behind
about
you, with η hatchet In her hand,

Enjoy life as it comes to you. Listen
to the l.ird song? and the voices of the
children.
Linger to watch the sunset
Take into
or the opening of a tlower.
and
your lire tin· goodness, the pleasure
the brightness of every day. for "we
shall p.iss this way but once," and then
w!.i η yon reach the last day that Is
given you l.ere yon will be content and
can >"ty. "I have lived."—Town and

"You are sure that man cheated?"
"Yes, sir," answered Three Finger
8am. "He held four aces.·"
"But that is not conclusive evidence."
"It was in this case. I knew where

myself."—Wash-

Sodden.

"Now," said the professor, describing
the work of his class to Miss Elderberry, "we are engaged"—
"Oil, are we? How sudden!" was her
Houston
r*ply as she snuggled up.
—

Post.

Sarketvalue,
Bonds,
Bonds,
e

Municipal

"

··

....

"

"

j

....

creditors,

Banks

or

other

w

Nil

now

Nil

ParoidRoofing

25,241 00
111,184 00
11 966 00
47,216 06

really is; if you only knew how easily it can be
knew
put on and how long it lasts; if you only
what a good all-round roof it is, you would eavo
on the place.
money by using it for every building
Weather proof, wear proof, contains no tar, slate color,
us prove io
you what the
any one can lay it. Let
genuine Paroid Roofing will do.
Send for Free Sample

1,869,485 50
12,065,062 56

Liabilities,

DependThe greatest amount In any one risk,
The greatest amount allowed by the! ent upon
rules of the Company to bo Insured construcln any one city, town or village,... ] tton.occuThe greatest amount allowed to be patl'n, fire
[ departm't
Insured In any one block,
W. J. WHEELED ft CO.. Agents.
South Paris, Maine.

f
J

Bankrupt's Petition for Discharge.
)
(J III Bankruptcy.

and book

Bankrupt.

To the Hon. Clarence Hale, Judge of the District Court of the United States for the District
of Maine :
H. WHITMAN, of Mexico, in the
Countv of Oxford, and State of Maine,
tn said District, respectfully represents that
on the 14th day- of October, last past, he was
of
duly adjudged bankrupt under the Acts has
Congress relating to Bankruptcy; that he
and
hie
rights
property
duly surrendered all
of property, and has fully complied with all the
requirements of said Acts and of the orders of
Court touching his bankruptcy.
Wherefore he prays, That he may be decreed
by the Court to have a full discharge from all
debts provable against his estate under said
Bankruptcy Acts, except such debts as are
excepted by law from such discharge.
Dated this 23rd day of Jan., A. D. 1906.
CHARLES H. WHITMAN, Bankrupt.

S. P. MAXIM &

CHARLES

A. D.

Ing the foregoing petition, it Is—

1006,

on

read·

I

1

nie was a
once

1

good

little

boy,

OF THE

Aachen & Munich Fire Insur-

Company.

They never gripe or sicken, but cleanse
and strengthen the stomach, liver and
bowels. This is the universal verdict of
the many thousands who use DeWitt's
Little Early Risers. These famous little
constipation,
pills relieve headache,
biliousness, jaundice, torpid liver, sallow
Little
etc.
Early Risers.
Try
complexion,
P. A. Shurtleff & Co.

12,563 71
#1,491.75169
12.U94 «9

Gross Assets

-laltl,

"What do you think about this swearStamped Cushion Top on green art
ing off business? "I think it's fine. It material: design la called "My Little
reminds me of a fellow quarreling with Canoe." It is stamped so plainly that
his best girl." "In what way?" "It even a
beginner in the nrt of embroidmakes it so much nicer to begin over."
ery can successfully work up the deThe price of stamped top, includOne Minute Cough Cure contains not sign.
9c.
an atom of any harmful drug, and it has ing back, is only 44c.; postage,
been curing coughs, colds, croup and
Ttvo dozen skeins of silk in shades of
whooping oough so long that it has groen and pink are required to embroidfriend
proven itself to be a tried and true
er the cushion: either silk cord and
to the many who use it. No need to fear
or satin ruffling will
of your child choking from croup with tassel, scrim, silk
One Minute Cough Cure handy. Sold finish off the cushion very effectively.
by F. A. Shurtleff & Co.
We sell this cushion completely embroidered and finished with satin riba
is
critic?
what
Little Elmer—Papa,
Professor Broad bead—A critic, my bon milling at $13.(19.
son, is a person who couldn't have done PRICES OF EMBROIDERY SILKS.
it himself.
CUSHION TRIMMINGS, ETC.
Good looks bring happiness. Friends
Wash Embroider}' Silks, in skeins,
care more for us when we meet them
with paper holders, including Filo, Rowith a clean,· smiling face, bright eyes
m;in. Caspian, Hope and Mount Melsparkling with health, which comes by
Tea. lid: Silk: price, per skein, 4c.; per dozMountain
Hollister's
Rocky
taking
en. 44c.
35 cents. F. A. Shurtleff à Co.

Twist Silk, per s'ieln, 3c.; per dozen.
He—But, of course, like anybody else,
83c.
for
Itself?
jou are not fond of money
Cushion Top Trimming, three yards
She—No, for myself.
long, tassel on each end; made In silk
FOR
PILES.
CURE
A GUARANTEED
and mercerized qualities In all popular

Itching, Blind, Bleeding, Protrnding ■hades; prices, 29c., 39c.,
Druggists are authorized to re49c.

Pile·.

fund money if Paso Ointment falls to
in β to 14 days. 60 cents.

49c. and U9c.

oure

Silk Loops; price,

Scrim

promises

R. H. MACY Λ CO.,

A combination of the two, at

a

which

operation

of Creditors

price

saves

of

a

cost

not

is

co-

one,

up-to-date ideas

farming.

in modern and

February 5,1906.
il.

w«iluu

à

Λ iM

ningnj

MASONIO BLOCK,

ular

suc-

to

contract en-

furnish both

separately the
price is $2.50.

reg-

Send all orders to The
Democrat, South Paris,

DEMOCRAT fills the

Maine.

and address
Geo. W.
postal
Farmer
Best, Tribune
Office, New-York City,
will bring you a free samYour

name

to

on a

ER, New-York City, published weekly, has
superior in the land as a thoroughly practical, helpful, entertaining, illustrated agrino

ple

papvr.

copy.

the Full Nome

Always Remember

Quinine
in Two.

I .axative Rromo

Cures a Cold in One Day, Grip
Oft

Bffli

25c.

FINE RESIDENCE FOB SALE

FOR SALE.

In Norway, known

ae

the

hard wood,
JOHN L. HORNE STAND,
K« cently occupied a* a Home for Age<l Wcmen.
50 per cord, Lot
4UO feet front, 23 rods <leep, large two «tor;
This is a good trade. dwelling ami ell anil stable connected, 12 ro»nn.
fruti
steam heater, hot ami cold water, plenty of
Also later, second quality green, all and
half
shade tree*. Will be «old for lew than
round.
the original cost
Estate
Real
Agent,
FBEELAKD HOWE,
E. W. PENLEY,

Second
all round,
delivered.

quality, dry,
good size, $3

A. K.

Licensed Taxidermist,
Telephone Connection.

us

ed for

THE NEW-YORK TRIBUNE FARM

family

special

of these papers one year
for $1.75» but if subscrib-

the farmer money,

bankrupt.

Notice Is hereby given that on the 27th day of
Ian., A. D. 19C6, the said Prank K. Davis was
duly adjudicated bankrupt, and that the first
•netting of his creditors will be held at the Court
House. In South Paris, Maine, on the 21st day of
Feb.. A. 1). 1906, at 10 o'clock in the forenoon, at
trblch time the said creditor* may attend, prove
ihelr claims, appoint a trustee, examine the
bankrupt and transact such other business as
•nay properly rome before said meeting.
FOREST E. LUDDEN,
Rcferen tn Bankrupts

A

ables

and gives him two papers every week for
one year, filled with all news of local interest,

$1,479,656 80
LIABILITIES DEC.31, 1905.
75.733 96
Vet Unpaid Losses,
759,588 01 cultural
Unearned Premiums,
4,53·* 96
Ml other «.labilities
Cash Capital,
639,795 87
Surplus overall Liabilities,

Meeting

without either of

them.

1,1β4,577 e6
THE OXFORD
147,980 5:1
146,620 59 bill for local news.

\ gents' Balances
Bills Receivable,
Interest and R»*nta,
*11 other Assets

(

Special From Our
Art Embroidery Department

family publication.
or farm successfnlly

cessful

Bankrupt. )

Cushion

heme

and ail
9

To the creditors of Frank K. Davis of BuckHeld, in the County of Oxford and district aforc-

but I hit him

EVERY intelligent farmer needs hie own
local weekly newspaper and a good agriculHe can't run his
tural

far from the regular

In th<î District Court of the United States for
the District of Maine. In Bankruptcy.
in the matter of
)
In Bankruptcy.
FRANK R. DAVIS,

aud found out that he wasn't

Money Saver.

a

U. S. BRANCH

ASSETS DEC. 31, 1905.

Co-operation
✓

kLi

Ileal Estate

Maine.

1

Ordered by the Court, That a hearing be had
A. D.
upon the same on the 16th day of Feb.,
1006, before said Court at Portland, in said Dis-

trict. at 10 o'clock in the forenoon; and that notice thereof be published In the Oxford Democrat, a newspaper printed in said District, and
that ail known creditors, and other persons In
Interest, may appear at the said time and plsce,
and show cause, if any they have, why the
prayer of said petitioner should not bo granted.
And it is further ordered by the Court, That
the Clerk shall send by mall to all known credI tors copies of said petition and this order, addressed to them at their places of residence rstated.
Witness the Hon. Clarence Hale. Judge
of the said Court, and the seal thereof, at Portland, in said District, on the 27th day of Jan.,
Λ. D. 1906.
JAMES E. IIEWEY, Clerk,
L. β.]
true copy of petition and order thereon.
Attest: JAMES E. HEWEY,Clerk.

soy,

AGENTS,
South Tarie,

ORDER OF NOTICE THEREON.

Notice of First

Mrs. Smith—Why, Willie, you've been
fighting again. Don't you know tbat
good little boys don't fight?
Willie—I know, and I thought John-

__

kit in every roll

$1,479 616 80
Total Liabilities ami Snrplus,
WM. J. WHEELER A CO., Agent-,
South Paris, Maine.
la Use For Over 80 Tears.
The Kind Toe Bars Always Bought.

It will save you
,jm
"Building Economv."
cheap imitation. Get the genuine—
complete rooting

on

money. Don't take a
the roof that lasts. A

In the matter of
CHARLES H. WHITMAN,

District ok Maine, bs.
On this 27th day of Jan

«Λ

only knew how good,
durable, how satisfactory

If you

Nil

standing risks,

ance

MS

I

37,185 40

Amount owing and not due, to Banks
or other creditors
Losses adjusted and due,
Losses adjusted and not due,
Lo-see unadjusted
Looses In suspense, waiting for further proof
A 11 other claims against the company,
Amount necessary to reinsure outTotal

C

j

LIABILITIES:
Amount due to

CASTOR»

old

s

Nil

Admitted Assets

Postage 9 Cent·.

J

S

4,150 80
254,110 47

Deduct items not admitted,

Important to Mother·.

111 li

111 ο

·?,45β,οΐ217

Total As*ets

Mortgage Loans,
Collateral Loaus
Bonds,
Cash In Ofllce and Bank,

limine carefully every bottl· of OASTOBIA,
a safe and rare remedy for infanta and children,
and see that It

V)

1)<IM

exact eacv or WBABBOL

288,400 «0
520,000 00
602,50-100
1,426,227 47

Market value

Railroad Bonds,
Loans on Bonds and Mortgages of
R-aI K-tate, worth double the
ι·mount for which the same l< moitgaged, and free Iroin any prior Incumbrance
Debts otherwise secured
Debts for premiums
All other Securities. Interest due
and accrued

A· to Heroe*.

STAMPED CUSHION TOP

\

Nil

cent., secured as follows :
United States Government Bonds,

Signature of

NEW YORK.

U.S. ARE AS FOLLOWS:
hand and In the hands of
$ 322.437 04 1I
Agents or other p»>rson«,
on

Real Rotate unincumbered
Bonds owned by the Company, bearper
ing lnterei-t at the rate of

In
Use
For Over
Thirty Years

*

Bin) iffi td*

a

Cash

of

Jè+$tfOUùrSiHUniB(MBt

Home Office, London, England.

very brave."
"Are you afraid of nothing?"
"I am afraid of nothing," said the

Signature

ress and Rest.Con tains neither
Oréiim Morphine nor Mineral.
Not "Narcotic.

A. D. IRVING, Manager.

"Your friend Delver," said the editor,
"left some verses with me to-day that

quite amusing."
say?" exclaimed Reeder.

of the

Bears the

Fromotes DigestionJCbeerful·

It la located at
Cedar Street. New York, Ν. Y.

No. 47

blind, bleeding, itching and protruding
Pilee. Sold by F. A. Shurtleff & Co.

"You don't

name

Always Bought

ÀVfcfetahle PreparaiioaforA^-

PHŒNIX ASSURANCE C0.,Limie',
OF LONDON.

A man who had rough horny hands
No man who Is polite to his family
made them soft and smooth with Witch
when company is present can hoi>e
Hazel Salve, but he used the genuine— only
his eon.—Chicago Recthat bearing the name "E. C. DeWitt to be a hero to
A Co., Chicago." For sores, boils, cuts, ord-Herald.
burns, bruises, etc., it has no equal, and
affords almost immediate relief from

were

yours,

MRS. MELISSA MERCHANT,
Hall Quarry, Mt. Desert, Me.
Don't neglect your digestion until it1
is too late.
You can depend upon "L. F." Atwood's "Bitters. An old established
family remedy of merit

PHŒNIX ASSURANCE CO,

It will relieve you. Rev. W. E. Hocutt,
South Mills, N. C.. says: "I was troubled
with chronic indigestion for several
years; whatever I ate seemed to cause
heartburn, sour stomach, fluttering of
of the regular aces was
my heart, and general depression
mind and body. Mv druggist recom- ington Star.
I
mends Eodol, and it has relieved me.
at

The Kind You Have

Limited, of LONDON,
On the 3i>t Day of December, 1905.

Simeon Ford enjoys nothing better
than to tell a story of the humors of the
hotel buainess.
"A friend in theWest," says Mr. Ford,
"once related to me the trials and tribulations of the people employed in the
office of his hostelry to keep in proper
bounds a young man from Chicago, who,

he had

For Infanta and Children.

My husband was troubled with heart
>ur* and could find no relief until a
friend advised him to take your "L.
F." Atwood's Bitters.
Since taking it he* is entirely cured.

(Harper's Weekly.)

as soon aa

1904.

Copy of
Statement of the Condition
of the United State* llranrh of Urn

v

Privileged.

lut It It

And to

you I owe my—"
But he jumped the fence and ran, preferring to take chancea with the bellowing beast, for he was a man who knew
the difference between bravery and reck-

less daring.

CUSTOM

Early Form of Dyapepait

In

free
in March.
Just a little Kodol after meals will re- of newspaper before anything is put infor it now. Make use of the low price*
Have you been betrayed by
lieve that fullness, belching, gas on stom-' side; then, after the reoeptaoTe has been
Addreae
Room 201.
aave
money.
swallowed pills ana bottled and
ach, and all other symptoma of
packed, a piece of cotton saturated with of quacks, without
%
results
medicine
exoept
each
corner
in
be
tion. Kodol digests what you eat, and turpentine may
placed
To those we offer
enables the stomach and digestive orgaaa between the newspaper lining and the damaged stomach.
86
Tea.
to parfera their functions naturally. outside of the box as a farther prevent- HoUlater's Rooky Mountain
raw roan
ι aaoAWAY,
osats. >. A. Shartteff Λ Oo.
ive,—Table Talk.
F. A. Shurtleff Λ Oo.

indigea-1

ALSO DEALER IN COAL AND WOOD.

BWUlXM

than any man wonld have done
under the olrcnmatanoes. I am very
;)ad I happened to be passing when you
aeeded help."
"Thank you—thank you a thousand
tiroes. Tour modeaty alone would prove
a more
pour bravery if I had not had
thrilling proof of it But tell me one
thing. Tod have called me 'miss.'
What made you guess that I was unmarried?"
"Tou're so young looking I supposed,
of course, you were single. Pardon me
if I have made a mistake. I assure
more

Little

JACKSON.

Norway, Maine.

NORWAY. I

60 YEAR8'
EXPERIENCE

Patents
Dkwon·
COPVftMMTS AC.
tlont itricUy confldential.
•ent free. Oldest apencr i~.
Patenta taken through Mann 4 C
tptdal notice, without oh urge. In the

Scientific American.

A handsomely tllnitrated weekly. Larmt dr.
cnlatlon of any «dentine lournaL Term·, 13 a
rear; four month·, |L Sold brail newsdealer·.

Wanted.
PEELED PULPWOOD.

Raffling (sufficient for ont
cashlon),
price, 49c.
"It seems to me your wife ought to do
the cooking Instead of employing a
Spruce, Fir, Hemlock
Our BOO page Spring and Summer catacook."
and
faultYork
Poplar delivered at
of
New
an encyclopedia
"Possibly she love· me too well, logue.
ion and household euppliea, will be ready
station.
should be lined with several thlokneases mother."
aiy
Write
on requeat.
2
Sent

quantity desired.

LOAD

a

All old-time Cough Syrups bind the
bowels. This is wrong. A new idea
was advanced two years ago iu Kennedy's Laxative Honey and Tar. This
remedy acts on the mucous membranes
of the throat and lungs and loosens the
bowels at the same time. It expels all
cold from the system. It clears the
throat, strengthens the mucous membranes, relieves coughs, colds, croup,
whooping cough, etc. Sold by F. A.
Shurtleff A Co.

Signature

Hm KM Ym Han Alwip Bugfat

Street, {

4. Subtract roguish from the name of

Agent

Bears the

For Infants and Childrm.

To

trance.

catalogue and prices.

NOTICE.
The subscriber hereby gives notice that he has
been duly appointed administrator of the
estate of
TH \NKKCLC. BACON, late of Buckfle'd,
In the County of Oxford, deceased, an·! given
boo·!· as the law illrects. AU persons having
demands against the estate of said deceased aie
desired to present the same for settlement, and
ail Indebted thereto are requested to make payment immedlatelv
EUGENE P. SMITH
.Ian. l«th. I1**.

L. M. TUFTS,

PLEASE SEND YOUR

ing clothes

[One letter remains.]
1. Subtract stiff from cold.
2. Subtract an Insect from need.
3. Subtract the whole from an en-

PARIS HILL, ME.

Satisfaction Guaranteed.

FILL OUT, CUT OFF AND MAIL TO US.

or

U. H. HEALD,

in

CASTORIA

picture?

represented

found."
No. 3.—Diagoual:

CALL \ND SEE IT.

Grade Portrait Work

Nichols St..

Poultry.

That will stop them all. ONCE UP
STAYS UP, and will last a lifetime.
More American Fence is used than

Mats, Mirrors
High

Sheep and Hogs.

Fence for Horses and Cattle.

and Pictures,
&

going

are

spring.

p. m.

ίο

by the

constantly on

Corned beef and salt pork

Franklin

LISCOMB, Agent,
Wharf, Portland, Me.
J.

What American river is

Mo. 13.—Subtraction.

•teamera

An Anlnjal 5tery

fount!
at hand and throw on to it all the
parts that are discarded, and there will
I lieffi'inioMT.
Λ
be less cleaning up to do after the fowl
is dressed.
Smythe—I ir.Mni ii.irry for the bar.
When stitching at the sewing machine,
Would yon advise his beginning on
npread a newspaper on the floor at the
Buch old works as Coke and Hlaekright side and place the waste basket
Btone? Tompkins—No. I would begin
upon it; any threade or clippings that
He—Hie doctor ordered Wilkins to by grounding him even further back.
are thrown towards the waste basket will
give his brain a total rest. She—Did be Smythe- Indeed! In what? Tompfall upon the floor if they fail to reach
follow the advice? He—Oh, yes, he fell kins—The Ten Commandments.
on
the receptacle, and when gathered
in love.
to
to
the paper one does not have
stoop
have
If
He Knew.
deceive
pick up snips afterward. When menduear

try.

Eastern Steamship Company.

In this article are given a few of the
vays in which old newspapers may be
ised to lighten labor, but even with this
ist the half hath not been told, and it
«mains for each housewife to see just
low they may be put to particularly
food use in her own domain.
In the early summer mornings, when
wuquets are brought in from the garden
;o be arranged, all the work of picking
be
ip the dropped leaves and stems will
mnecessary if a newspaper is spread out
laid
poo the table before the flowers are
lown to be arranged.
This is also true when preparing
regetables or paring apples or other
ruit. The newspaper, spread upon the
able or at the side of the sink, catches
:he parings and all refuse bits, and one
ias only to roil up the paper and dinNo table or
lose of it in the garbage.
ihelf to wipe off, and no pieces to be
picked up and disposed of after the
work is done.
Whenever a scrap bag or a piece box
β to be sorted in the effort to find some
irticle in its depths, lay a newspaper on
:he floor and turn the contents out upon
t. One can find the sought for article
it a glance; the others are soon slipped
jack into the box or bag and the threads
tnd snips are rolled up in the paper and
burned instead of being strewn over the
:arpet for some one to pick up. The
pièces are also lees likely to be soiled in
;his way than if they are turned out on
to the carpet.
A newspaper tucked inside the belt of
the kitchen apron when obliged to perform rough work, like washing dishes or
leaning a stove, will catch much of the
just and dirt, and, even though tbo
in
apron becomes too so'led to wear
Jther places, there is still less dirt to be
less
and
of
removed from the front
it,
Ofttimes
wear and tear in the washtub.
this folded paper will prevent the work
fipron from becoming soiled for a long
time.
When frying liam or pork, or any ιοοα
that in apt to spatter, a few newspapers
around the stove upon the floor

most disagreeable thing to have lying
about loose.
When cooking, upon the bread shelf
in the pantry or upon a table in the
kitchen epread a newspaper underneath
the cake board, and then place several
on the door in the path between the stove
and the pantry; these will do away with
quite a little after cleaning up, which
>
most housewives dread.

can

by F. A. Sburtleff Λ Co.

now are.

HU Quejf.

"Ah," said Miss Anteek After the man
lad helped her over the fenoe end thus
jeyond the reaoh of the rapidly approaching ball, "how on I erer repay
pou? Ton have eared my life. I owe
my very exiatenoe to you."
"It's all right, miss," he replied,
jdging away a little. "I hare done no

«lapping him on the shoulder, said: "I
old man, what are you going to an hour before dinner?"
say,
spread
"Is that likely to happen?" asked the
but I niver
will prevent the tiny but unsightly have?" "I thank you, slr-r,
was
Duffy's quiet reply. chicken.
late in autumn shoot from tbe cracked grease spots that sink into the wood and dhrink,"
the drum"Yes."
bark of the plaut named by tbe letters -ue so very difficult to remove. News- "What! You never drink?"
with a sarcastic laugh.
"Then I guess I don't want to be a
from 1 to 2. 2. To study. 3. To ter- papers tacked to the wall back of the mer responded,
if you never drink, will you please
Good day, gentlemen." And
policeman.
range and spread around on the door be- '-Now,
minate.
that nose of yours so
fore commencing to blacken the stove tell us what makes
the chicken was so frightened he hid
of the questioner
will catch all the dust and black lead red?" The impertinence
for two days before
Ko. 12.—What River»
the irascibility of the behind the pigsty
that is so apt to lodge on the woodwork at once aroused
out to get something to eat
ventured
he
it
and he replied: "Sir-r,
and floor, and whioh means an extra old gentleman,
with pride because it is kept /tr.d drink. -Pittsburg Dispatch.
hour of work scrubbing it off. These is glowing
and out uv other people's business."
papers should be rolled up tightly
burned at once, since black lead is a
Live While Yon Are Alive.
marhe are related

Money

Less

Kodol Digests what Yoa Eat

So M

■utary cage.

only

Both Papers One Year for $2.25.

NEWS-

some

Uses of Riper.
In these days the model housewife ia
tot the one who strive· every moment
>f her-life to see how muoh work she
an do, bat the wise womtn who seeks
η every way to save work, so that the
«tuai amonnt of labor she is obliged to

*rform is made as small as possible.
To this end the use of old newspapers
η the saving of work is not half approbated, for, If it were, one wonld see
hem used to a far greater extent than

to me in
for the

—

Bring

saucer.

I

The Oxford Democrat,
your own favorite local newspaper,

DAILY

Bottles

hombmakebs column.

E. H.PIKE,

WEST PARIS,

MAINS.

The nickel rails in the
QUAKER MODEL are easy

to

on

remove

as

they

are

without bolts
50 cts.Dewn

"d

50 cts.. w..v .t

put

Hobbe'
W.
Oeorere
Variety 8tore, Norway.

j1

